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Abstract
In this dissertation, we discuss ourwork behind the development of the functional object-oriented
network (abbreviated as FOON), a graphical knowledge representation for robotic manipulation
and understanding of its own actions and (potentially) the intentions of humans in the household.
Based on the theory of affordance, this representation captures manipulations and their effects on
actions through the coupling of object and motion nodes as fundamental learning units known
as functional units. The activities currently represented in FOON are cooking related, but this
representation can be extended to other activities that involve manipulation of objects which result
in observable changes of state. Typically, a FOON is created after annotatingmany demonstrations
of how tasks are executed from start to finish and merging them all together to form a universal
FOON. A robot programmed to use FOON will be equipped with the knowledge needed to solve
manipulation problems, given a target goal as a node in FOON; we show how this procedure
known as task tree retrieval can be executed by a robot. To circumvent possible physical limita-
tions of the robot in executing manipulations (from the task tree retrieval procedure) successfully
for cooking, we demonstrated how human-robot collaboration can also be used to overcome con-
straints. Complementary to the universal FOON creation procedure, we also investigated other
means of learning concepts through semantic similarity as a solution to learning without the an-
notation of new demonstration videos. In addition to the retrieval algorithm, we also proposed
motion embedding for representation of motions based on mechanical characteristics of said mo-
tions. Through this proposed representation, known as the motion taxonomy, we can solve the
problem of ambiguity, which is inherent to human language when defining labels for motions or
manipulations seen in demonstrations, by representing motions in a binary machine language.
viii
Chapter 1: Introduction
Researchers over the past few decades have investigated how robots can be used to improve
the quality of human life, primarily in the development of robots to perform tasks. The primary
goal of automation using robots is to optimize daily human processes through which we canmake
tasks safer for humans (in high-risk domains or environments) or easier for those humans who
cannot perform certain activities themselves (such as the elderly or disabled). In service robotics,
we focus on robots that can aid or work alongside humans in human-centered environments, such
as homes and offices. As a subset of service robotics, domestic robots are designed, built and
programmed to interact with humans and to assist them in activities of daily living (ADL) such as
cooking and cleaning. However, more recently, roboticists pay particular attention to developing
robots that act intelligently rather than programming them with fixed functionality or primitives;
rather, as intelligent agents, much like in AI, these robots can understand their given tasks, identify
who or what are in its environment (which may act as constraints upon its manipulations), and to
determine a plan of action to tackle an existing problem. While executing its manipulations, the
robot should have the ability to understand the effects or consequences of its actions upon others
and the world. In developing these robots, researchers build systems that combine knowledge
representation, reasoning, and retrieval which are based upon on several psychological concepts
and theories based on neuroscience and human cognition.
In this dissertation, I present approacheswe have developed and proposed for creating effective
representations of knowledge that can be used by domestic robots to perform their tasks intelli-
gently and safely, which robots can use to understand its own intentions and those of humans that
are around it. First, we will review the functional object-oriented network (FOON) – a knowledge rep-
This chapter was partially published in [2] and [3]. Permission is included in Appendix B.
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resentation that takes the form of a graph data structure which captures the relationship between
objects and motions to produce effects through manipulations.
Definition 1. As per the definition in [3], a knowledge representation can be defined as “a means of
representing knowledge about a robot’s actions and environment, as well as relating the semantics of these
concepts to its own internal components, for problem solving through reasoning and inference.”
This knowledge representation is driven by prior work by senior colleagues [4, 5, 6] and
originally inspired by the theory of affordance [7]. A FOON is constructed by annotating demon-
strations of manipulations in ADL. For the time being, we have focused on the task of cooking,
where a robot will have the knowledge of what utensils, ingredients or objects can be used to-
gether to create or prepare recipes. Inspired by our experiences with FOON, we will also review
motion embedding using the motion taxonomy, which we proposed for representing motions in
an attribute-level space for motion classification, recognition, annotation, and possibly generation.
This taxonomical embedding of motions can be used for defining meaningful motion labels that
can be used in classification algorithms and in representations like FOON.
1.1 Theory of Affordance
FOON, especially the intuition behind its graphical structure, is inspired by the theory of affor-
dance, which was originally proposed by psychologist James J. Gibson in 1977 [7]; this theory states
how objects innately have properties through which certain actions are afforded to the users (or
manipulators), meaning that these properties define or describe how objects can be manipulated
or used. For instance, in the household, objects such as knives have sharp edges, affording us the
action of cutting; they also have handles that afford us the action of grasping or holding, which is a
property also shared in other objects such as mugs, pots and pans.
The theory of affordance is supported by several studies in neuroscience and cognitive science,
which have all demonstrated that themirror neurons in human brains congregate visual andmotor
responses [8, 9, 10]. More specifically, mirror neurons in the F5 sector of the macaque ventral
premotor cortex fire during both observation of interacting with an object and action execution,
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but they do not discharge in response to simply observing an object [11, 12]. More recently, Yoon et
al. [13] recently studied affordances associated to pairs of objects positioned for action and found
an interesting so-called “paired object affordance effect”, where the response time by right-handed
participants was faster if the two objects were used together, where the active (manipulated) object
was to the right of the other. Further studies by Borghi et al. [14] also corroborate the functional
relationship between paired objects and compared it with the spatial relationship and found that
both the position and functional context are important and related to the motion; however, the
motor action response was faster and more accurate with the functional context than with the
spatial context. A comprehensive review of models of affordances and canonical mirror neuron
system can be found in [15].
In summary, the findings from these studies indicate that there are strong connections between
the observation of objects and the functional motions. Further, functional relationships between
objects are directly associated with the motor actions. This interesting phenomenon can be ob-
served in human daily life; when humans are performing tasks, they pay attention not only to
objects and their states, but also to object interactions caused by manipulation. The manipulation
reflecting the motor response is tightly associated with both the manipulated object and the in-
teracted object. It has even been shown that affordance can be used to infer the type of action or
objects that are being used. Helbig et al. [16] showed how an object that is occluded from view
can be inferred solely based on the type of grip or grasp that is observed.
1.2 Related Works
We now discuss research works that developed knowledge representations or models for robot
learning and manipulation. Several of these works are also based on the theory of affordance. A
good overview of knowledge representations can be found in [3]; the following subsections are
excerpts from this paper.
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1.2.1 Semantic Graphs
Graphs are very popular for representing information quite simply because we can display
knowledge in a graphical form that can be interpreted and verified visually by humans. Prob-
abilistic models can also be represented graphically and make excellent inference tools. With
probabilistic graphical models, edges would describe the likelihoods of certain variables as nodes
causing others to occur. However, in this section, we will be referring to another subset of graphs
referred to as semantic graphs, whose nodes and edges describe semantic concepts and details
between entities as observed in demonstrations. Spatial concepts, for instance, can be described
by semantic graphs, where nodes can describe objects within a scene, and edges describe com-
monality or contextual relationships between objects in terms of position (one object may hold
another object, one object may be on top of another object, et cetera). Some graphs also embody
temporal relations, where two or more particular events are related by time (e.g. one event must
occur before another). Basically, these networks can be used for compressing details and capturing
relationships as needed by a robot.
1.2.1.1 Activity Recognition and Inference with Graphs
One of the major problems in robot learning has been in learning to recognize activities to
facilitate the transfer of knowledge to robotic systems. A major component of activity recognition
and understanding is predicting an ongoing activity or action as seen in a video demonstration.
Knowledge extraction is mainly done through the processing of activity-based videos and images
or through interpreting sensor data from demonstrations either done by the robot or human
demonstrators. Techniques such as optical flow can also be used for identifying motion patterns
to then recognize motion types or primitives. These elements can be used as context clues for
inference. Previous work focused on understanding the activity taking place with the use of the
primary portion of such videos to recognize the likely activity and results which would be implied
by it [17, 18, 19], especially for predicting the next action which would take place in a sequence of
actions [20]. Semantic graphs have been used for representing affordances based on how objects
are used with one another based on visual cues and spatio-temporal relatedness.
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Segmentation techniques can be applied to images to identify the objects being used in demon-
strations. These segmented "patches" can be used for labelling nodes in semantic graphs. For
example, Aksoy et al. [21, 22] created these semantic graphs after segmentation. Their focus was
in understanding the relationship between objects and hands in the environment and generalizing
graphs for representing activities and identifying future instances of these events. This approach
can be classified as unsupervised learning since there is no explicit indication of what the objects
are; objects instead are solely encoded based on manipulations in matrices, which they refer to as
semantic event chains (SEC). These structures capture the transitions in segment relations (temporal
information), which are then generalized by removing any redundancies in activities, to be used
in recognizing similar events. They characterized spatial relations of objects as non-touching,
overlapping, touching, or absent within each matrix entry and as edges which connect image
segments. Sridhar et al. [23] also used segmentation to separate the scene into "blobs" (similar
to the patches in [21, 22] and cluster them as a semantic graph, based on the objects’ usage in
videos, for affordance detection. Their semantic graphs are called activity graphs, structures which
describe the spatial (whether objects are disconnected, found in the surrounding area, or touch-
ing) and temporal (relativity with respect to episodic events) relationships in a single video. With
such graphs, similarity between activities can be measured even with varying object instances,
orientations, hand positions, and trajectories. Zhu et al. [24] focused on segmenting the tool and
the object it is being used on to create a spatial-temporal parse graph. Within these graphs, they
capture the pose taken by a demonstrator, the observed grasping point of the tool, the functional
area of the tool that affords an action, the trajectory of motion, and the physical properties (such
as force, pressure or speed) that govern the action. These graphs can then be used to infer how
objects can be used based on prior demonstrations.
1.2.1.2 Semantic Graphs for Sequencing of Skills or Events
Semantic graphs may also been used for task execution in the form of skills, containing knowl-
edge that can be used by robots for manipulations. In these structures, nodes represent objects
and action types. Several researchers have taken approaches to learning object affordance and
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representing them in this manner. For example, Ramirez-Amaro et al. [25, 26, 27] used learning by
demonstration to teach robots about manipulations obtained directly from demonstrations, and
they describe it as a transfer of skills from the demonstrator to the robot; upon observation of a
demonstration of a skill, the robot then imitates the action performed by a human demonstrator.
This sense of “transfer learning" however is different to the traditional sense within the machine
learning community [28]. They can create semantic graphs as trees with knowledge in the form
of transferable skills needed to execute three challenging kitchen tasks. This knowledge is directly
extracted from human demonstrators and it allows the robot to perform the exact methods needed
to imitate the demonstrator in manipulating objects. Human activities are learned based on sev-
eral attributes: 1) the motion made by the hand, 2) the object(s) being moved and manipulated
by the hand, and 3) the object(s) which these held items are being used and acted on, and they
are presented as ordered pairs to train their inference engine. Once obtained, these semantic
rules, grounded in Prolog, can be used in reasoning and future understanding of demonstrations
through inference; these properties were applied to a decision tree classifier to automatically gain
knowledge and rules from new demonstrations.
FOON is particularly inspired and akin to a representation known as Petri Networks (or simply
Petri Nets) [29]. Petri Nets were originally intended for illustrating chemical reactions, and they
have been shown to be applicable to other domains such as robotics and assembly. Petri Nets
are networks with two types of nodes: place nodes and transition nodes. Place nodes represent
states of objects or entities, and transition nodes represent events or actions which cause a change
in state. The term for state change with respect to Petri Nets is firing of transitions. Typically,
all place nodes must be present for transitions to fire, therefore enforcing an implicit ordering
of actions and behaviours. Costelha et al. [30, 31] used Petri Nets for representing robot tasks
over other methods such as Finite State Automata (FSA) which require more memory and a larger
space of representation and its limitation to single-robot systems. Petri Nets, on the other hand,
can represent concurrent system actions and sharing of resources. The implicit ordering of events
allows them to filter out specific plans which can never happen or those which should be avoided.
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They created Petri Net Plans (PNP), which are essentially a combination of ordinary actions and
sensing actions using control operators.
Similar to context-free grammars are object-action complexes (OAC, pronounced like “oak")
[32, 33, 34, 35]. This representation’s purpose is to capture changes in state of the environment
in a formal structure which can be used for task execution. OACs combine high-level planning
and representation of the world with low-level robot control mechanisms called instantiated state
transition fragment (ISTF). An ISTF can be seen as minute, lower-level constructs, which can be
put together like context-free grammars, for a concrete understanding of an action’s effects before
and after a motor program (i.e. action) is executed; OACs can be created after learning a variety of
ISTFs. ISTFs are generalized to only contain the object-state changeswhich are relevant to an action
tuple (identified through methods described in [36]), as ISTFs can contain object-states which may
or may not be affected or caused by a specific action. Given a set of object affordances and relations
learned, an associative network can be used for encoding and retrieving the state change that will
occur from a certain OAC permutation.
Other approaches so far have attempted to map high-level manipulation skills to graphical
structures. Instead of focusing on manipulations, Konidaris et al. [37] chose a different represen-
tation for trajectories as skills. These researchers introduced an algorithm for learning skills from
demonstrations, focusing primarily on motion trajectories from tasks, called CST (for Construct-
ing Skill Trees). Motion trajectories can be broken down using change-point detection, and these
smaller trajectory components are referred to as skills. The aim of change-point detection is to find
the point(s) at which there is a significant or observable change in trajectory. After successfully
segmenting the trajectories into skills, these learned skills can be combined together as skill trees
for potentially novel manipulations by appending skills into one executable skill.
1.2.1.3 Combining Semantic and Physical Maps
Semantic graphs can also take the form of semantic maps, which are special graphs that relate
spatial or geometrical details (such as morphology of space, position and orientation of objects,
geometry of objects as models, and any positions of special places of interest) to semantic de-
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scriptions (such as the purpose of objects). These spatial features can be acquired from SLAM
modules, including properties such as sensor readings or features, orientation, and absolute or
relative positioning of objects or landmarks; through SLAM, the robot can obtain a map of the
environment that uses the contextual information to particularly highlight instances of different
objects or points of interest that lie there and to identify where they are, for instance. Semantic
maps have also been used in identifying grasps by using geometrical features about the objects
[38, 39]. An example of how semantic maps can be created was proposed by Galindo et al. [40],
which integrates causal knowledge (how actions affect the state of the robotâĂŹs environment)
and world knowledge (what the robot knows about objects around, their properties, and their
relations), using two levels of information: the spatial box (S-Box) and terminological box (T-Box);
they mark the physical location of objects at the sensor level as well as note the free space in
rooms with S-Box, while the innate properties of these objects are linked using ontologies with
T-Box. Semantic object maps (SOM) [41, 42] also serve a similar purpose to combine geometric data
with semantic data to answer queries to determine whether a certain action can be executed given
present circumstances in its environment. For example, a Room instance can be inferred to be a
kitchen if there are items within the environment that are typical of a kitchen, such as a stove or a
fridge. With regards to creating semantic maps through human interaction, works such as [43, 44]
and [45] aimed to develop HRI systems to impart knowledge to a robot about its surroundings:
what lies around it and the conceptual knowledge tied to these elements. Both systems use audio
for interacting with robots; in addition to this speech recognition system, [45] combined a tangible
user interface and a vision system with a robot’s modules for motion planning and mapping to
compile and create a knowledge base which a robot can then use for its navigation through its
environment.
1.2.1.4 Context-free Grammars
Context-free grammars are also an effective way of constructing or representing semantic
graphs or structures, as they guarantee completeness, efficiency and correctness. A context-free
grammar defines rules to creating semantic structures and sub-structures as strings using its own
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symbols (called terminals) defined within a finite set called an alphabet. These terminal symbols
can be used when substituting variable symbols called non-terminals; the substitution process is
described by production rules, which allow us to generate sentences. With such a formal definition
of a context-free grammar, researchers have been able to define rules that describe concepts such
as manipulation/action types which can then be useful for defining plans that robots can use for
execution and also for the composition of skills into sub-skills. One such example of a context-free
grammar was proposed by Yang et al. [46, 47, 48, 49], who studied howmanipulations in activities
can be represented through grammar in the form of combinatory categorial grammar (CCG) and
then broken down into visual semantic graphs. This grammar vividly describes a specific action,
the items being used, as well as the consequence of performing such an action [46], and each action
can also be effectively broken down into smaller sub-actions or sub-activities. These parse trees
are built from demonstrations can then be used to formmanipulation action tree banks. The high-
level representation serves as a symbolic representation of the manipulations which describe each
step required to solve a given problem. Using said context-free grammars, they also developed
manipulation action tree banks [48] to represent action sequences as tree data structures that can be
executed by a robot. Equipped with action tree banks, a robot can use the knowledge gathered
from multiple demonstrations to determine the actions it needs to take, in the form of a tree, for a
given manipulation problem.
In a different approach that also uses context-free grammars, Dantam et al. [50, 51] also
formulated robot primitives and control policies using their own representation called Motion
Grammars (MG). A parse tree can be constructed to reflect the procedures being executed and they
can be broken down by a motion parser to create sub-tasks until they have been satisfied, similar
to the representation introduced by Yang et al.
1.2.2 Probabilistic Graphical Models
In this section, we focus on learning approaches that use probabilistic models as their base of
knowledge, which assume that a robot’s world and the actions it can possibly execute are not
discrete but indeterminate by nature. In other words, the robot’s world is governed by likelihoods
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and uncertainty, and these likelihoods are captured as probabilities grounded in such models.
These models therefore can be used for representing knowledge needed by robots when it comes
to recognizing activities through a basal understanding of the effects of its own actions on its
environment. Although these models are examples of machine learning algorithms, they are fit to
learn high-level concepts and rules for inference; other machine learning techniques that do not
focus on these high-level rules would be considered as implicit representations of those rules.
Bayesian Networks (BN) in research studies are mainly used for capturing the effects of actions
upon objects in a robot’s environment. When capturing such effects, a robot would be presented
with demonstrations of observable action and effect pairs in order to learn the relationships
between them. These relationships can be taught through learning by demonstration, and it
can be classified into two subcategories: trajectory-level learning and symbolic-level learning [52].
Trajectory-level learning is a low-level representation approach which aims to generalize motions
on the level of trajectories and to encodemotions in joint, torque or task space, while symbolic-level
learning looks at a high-level representationwhich focuses on themeaning behind skills in activity
learning. The robot’s interaction with its environment serves to either learn new motor primitives
or skills (trajectory-level) or to learn new properties associated with the type of grasp they make or
the skills they use, the object’s physical features, and the effects that occur from executing an action
(symbolic-level). In works such as [53, 54] [55, 56, 57] [58], a robot can use basic, pre-programmed
motor skills (viz. grasping, tapping or touching) to learn about relationships between an object’s
features (such as shapes, sizes or textures) and features of its actions (such as velocities and point-
of-contact). The controllers of these skills are tuned by the robot’s experiences and exploration
with its environment, and the causality of these actions and their effects upon the world, based
on object features, can be represented through a BN. The robot can use the knowledge it has
gathered from interacting with objects and performing fine-tuning to select the appropriate action
that achieves a human demonstrator’s result. Similarly, Jain et al. [59] and Stoytchev et al. [60, 61]
used these networks to learn about the effects of actions on objects based on demonstrations with
tools. Their BNs were built based on geometric features relevant to a tool’s function (and tools
similar to it), which they coined as functional features, for predicting the effects of tools unknown
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to the robot with the learned model. For instance, objects used for cutting have a sharp edge as
a functional feature, and those used as containers have a non-convex shape for holding matter
or substances; once the robot can identify these features, it can use the trained model to predict
the results of specific actions. The tools’ effects are given by the target object’s displacement, the
initial position of the tool relative to the target object, and the target velocity after impact was
made on the tool’s functional feature. A BN can also be used with other modalities of data such
as speech input for grounding actions to their effects [62]. Instead of learning object-action effects,
BNs can also describe the likelihoods of object-object interaction between specific pairs of objects
as learned from observing human behaviour [5]. These affordance models are particularly useful
in improving both activity recognition and object classification and teaching robots to perform
tasks using paired objects.
With regard toMarkovNetworks (MN), instead of a cause-effect relationship as inherently rep-
resented in Bayesian Networks, researchers can focus on learning dependencies between concepts
useful for learning from demonstrations and identifying future cases of actions or activities, which
can particularly be useful for a robot in learning new concepts or safely coordinating with others
working in the scene. As an example of activity recognition with MNs, Kjellström et al. [63, 64]
used CRFs to perform both object classification and action recognition for hand manipulations.
Their reasoning behind the simultaneous classification of both objects and manipulations comes
from: 1) the sequence of an object’s viewpoints and occlusion from the hand indicate the type
of action taking place, and 2) the object’s features suggest the way the hand will be shaped to
grasp it. They use factorial conditional random fields (FCRF) [65] to map this two-way relation-
ship between object features and possible action types. FCRFs have the advantage of mapping
the relationship between the data level (features found in observations) and the label level (object
types and properties and their relatedness with actions), thus effectively capturing affordances
suggested by the hands and objects. A similar approach is taken in [66] to identify activities based
on objects and their proximity to hands in a scene using CRFs. Prior to this work, in [67], this
association was described using text descriptions, which they denote as functional object string
descriptors, which significantly perform better than using purely appearance-based descriptors
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for recognizing similar events or activities. Using CRFs to represent the spatio-temporal relation-
ship between objects, denoted by functional classes, improved over their previous approach of
performing activity recognition with string kernels.
Another example of spatio-temporal representation of activities to objectswas done byKoppula
et al. [68], who used MRFs to describe the relationships present in the scene between activities
and objects. By segmenting the video to the point of obtaining sub-activity events, they can extract
a MRF with nodes representing objects and the sub-activities they are observed in and edges
representing: 1) affordance-sub-activity relations (i.e. where the object’s affordance depends on
the sub-activity it is involved in), 2) affordance-affordance relation (i.e. where one can infer the
affordance(s) of a single object based on the affordances of objects around them), 3) sub-activity
change over time (i.e. the flow of sub-activities which make up a single activity), and 4) affordance
change over time (i.e. object affordances can change in time depending on the sub-activities
they are involved in). They proposed using this model for the purpose of recognizing full-body
activities occurring in videos collected for their Cornell Activities Dataset1 (CAD). Following [68],
they investigated how they can anticipate or predict human behaviour using CRFs to ensure that
a robot reacts safely in [69]. A special CRF, called the anticipatory temporal CRF (ATCRF), can be
built after identifying object affordance for a particular action type and can effectively describe all
possible trajectories of human motion and sub-activities that are likely to be taken as time goes by.
Using first-order logic statements are effective for reasoning and inference; taking advantage
of such logical expressions, a MLN effectively represents a systematic encoding of the robot’s
world. A MLN can be thought of as a knowledge base, as these logical statements can be used for
reasoning and drawing conclusions based on what a robot sees and observes. For instance, with
regards to activity recognition using affordance, Zhu et al. [70] used a knowledge base, in the form
of aMarkov Logic Network, for inferring object affordances in activities which are suggested by the
pose of the human demonstrator in videos. They can do the inverse by predicting the objects and
actions occurring in a given scene based on the pose of the human demonstrators with relatively
great performance. This could only be done after they collected a large amount of information
1Cornell Activities Dataset – http://pr.cs.cornell.edu/humanactivities/
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about these usable objects and affordances as features, but there is no need for training multiple
classifiers for each object-based task to identify each type of detectable activities as typically done
with other machine learning approaches. A MLN such as theirs can be used alongside other
components for activity recognition to predict human intention and to enforce safe behaviour
within a human-robot collaborative environment. KnowLang [71, 72], proposed by Vassev et al.,
is a knowledge representation that was developed for cognitive robots where the power of AI’s
logical expressions of the world with what they actually perceive in their world. It also combines
first-order logic with probabilistic methods which they can use for defining explicit knowledge for
the robot. However, when making certain decisions in which lies uncertainty, statistical reasoning
through the use of Bayesian Networks makes the process more reliable through reasoning on
beliefs. Experiences can be reflected through probabilities, and such distributions are likely to
change based on what the robot sees or acts.
1.2.3 Cloud-based Distributive Representations and Systems
When it comes to comprehensive knowledge representations that are based over the cloud,
prominent examples include RoboEarth and RoboBrain. RoboEarth [73, 74], referred to as the
“World Wide Web for robots”, is an ongoing collaborative project aiming to create a cloud-based
database for robots to access knowledge needed to solve a task. RoboEarth was first proposed as
a proof-of-concept to show that cloud robotics would greatly simplify robot learning. RoboEarth
provides an ontology for storage of semantic concepts and a method for accessing knowledge
through a software as a service (SaaS) interface, where computational inferences and mappings
can be done remotely. As a collaborative system, RoboEarth allows robots to archive its own
experiences (such as object types observed, motion plans successfully or unsuccessfully used,
robot architectures, etc.) for recall and reuse by other capable robots. This database would contain
massive amounts of data (in the form of object models, SLAM maps [75], semantic maps, etc.)
which can be used for tasks such as object recognition, instance segmentation and path-planning.
Related to RoboEarth is another promising project headed by Rapyuta Robotics2, a companywhich
2Rapyuta Robotics – https://www.rapyuta-robotics.com/
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now deals with cloud robotics solutions. Rapyuta Robotic’s system called Rapyuta, named after
the movie from Japan’s Studio Ghibli, was first introduced in [76] and then in [77] as a platform as
a service (PaaS) interface for robots. It acts as an open-source middleware for accessing resources
from theweb such as the aforementionedRoboEarth repository andROS (RobotOperating System)
packages. Additionally, it reduces the processing done by the robot by offloading computations
to the Cloud. Robots can also communicate and share information with one another through this
PaaS system. This project has since evolved into the development of their cloud robotics platform
for corporate solutions.
Results from RoboEarth led into the development of openEASE3, also by Beetz et al. [78]
(EASE being an abbreviation for Everyday Activity Science and Engineering). builds upon RoboEarth
as a web-based interface and processing service that equips robots with knowledge from prior
experiences (similar to accessing memory) and reasoning capabilities in the form of semantically
labelled activity data. A robot using openEASE will have access to: 1) knowledge about a robot‘s
hardware, its capabilities, its environment and objects it canmanipulate, 2)memorized experiences
which a robot can use for reasoning (why it did an action, how it did it, and what effects the action
caused), 3) annotated knowledge obtained from human demonstrations. Queries and statements
are formulated using ProLog, which can be sent through a web-based graphical interface or
through a web API usable by robots; they allow robots to acquire semantic information and
meaning to sensor input and to data structures used for control purposes. As a component to
this project, Tenorth et. al [79, 80, 81] presented KnowRob as a knowledge processing system for
querying the openEASE knowledge base using Prolog predicates. KnowRob combines various
sources of knowledge such as web pages (methods from instructional websites, images of usable
objects, etc.), natural language tasks, and human observations. A robot can ground the knowledge
from KnowRob to a robot’s perception/action system and its internal data structures through
a symbolic layer referred to as “virtual knowledge bases”. Through ProbCog [82], a statistical
relational learning and reasoning system, models such as Bayesian Logic Networks [59] or Markov
Logic Networks can be built for representing the state of the robot’s current context. KnowRob is
3openEASE – http://www.open-ease.org/
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built within another tool known as CRAM (short for Cognitive Robot Abstract Machine) [83, 84], a
software toolbox for the design, implementation and deployment of robots using its own CRAM
Plan Language (CPL). CPL is inspired by Common Lisp and Prolog for the expressive specification
of concurrent, sensor-guided reactive behaviour, or in simpler terms, how a robot should react to
certain sensory events or changes in belief state.
Another noteworthy technology that deals with knowledge gathering and sharing is Robo-
Brain4; Saxena et al. [85] introduced RoboBrain in 2014 as a means of massively collecting concepts
which are learned from automatic gathering of data from the Internet, simulations, and robot ex-
periments. This differs to the RoboEarth/openEASE representation in the fact that RoboBrain uses
graphs for encoding knowledge, while RoboEarth and its internal components use propositional
logic and statements for defining concepts and relations in a working space. The information is
represented as a graph, where nodes represent concepts (such as images, text, videos, haptics data,
affordances, deeply-learned features, etc.) and edges represent the relationships between such
concepts. RoboBrain connects knowledge from popular sources such as WordNet [86], Wikipedia,
Freebase, and ImageNet [87]. They manage errors in knowledge collection using crowd-sourcing
feedback as well as beliefs that reflect the trust given to certain knowledge sources and the cor-
rectness of concepts and their relations. To retrieve knowledge, the Robot Query Language (RQL)
can be used for obtaining a subgraph describing the activity of executing a certain task. Unlike the
case with openEASE, it was not demonstrated how a robot can execute the method reflected by
a subgraph; however, the knowledge gathered nevertheless can be quite useful for task planning,
instance identification, and inference.
1.2.4 Cognitive Architectures
Anotherpopular representation that hasdrawn influences frompsychology andneuroscience is
cognitive architectures. A cognitive architecture is amodel that attempts to explain the psychological
theories behind human cognition and the processes, mechanisms and modules that are pivotal to
cognition and behaviour. Many architectures have been proposed and extensively studied based
4RoboBrain – http://robobrain.me
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on different cognitive theories, including the likes of ACT-R [88], Soar [89, 90], CLARION [91], and
EPIC [92]. Every architecture differs from one another in how knowledge is acquired, represented,
retained (through long- and short-term memories), and transmitted within its internal cognitive
structures since they all follow their own respective theories of human cognition; despite their
differences, however, they all aim to answer the question of howhuman cognitionworks. Much like
knowledge representations for robots, cognitive architectures modularize different components
that are central to thoughts, perception, inference, and action and have them connected with one
another based on cognitive theories.
Typically, cognitive architectures emphasize on how knowledge is retained and used as either
long- or short-termmemory, where long-termmemory can refer to concepts (goals or descriptions
of an entity’s environment), while short-term memory refers to instances of such concepts. Each
of these concepts and skills are learned, retained, and activated once their arguments have been
fulfilled by identifying them through the robot’s perception system. Architectures such as Soar
[93] and ICARUS [94, 95, 96] have been used to illustrate how skills and concepts are learned
from navigating throughout its environment or through human interaction. Within robotics,
cognitive architectures are extensively studied in the field of developmental robotics as a means of
understanding how we develop sensory and motor skills as an infant. Such studies look at how
each internal component is connected with one another so that a robot can develop new skills and
acquire knowledge about its problem domain. They can learn concepts such as object instance
identification and location. These skills (i.e. its abilities to manipulate objects) are learned as
long-term components which can be used in conjunction with other skills for performing tasks
on the robot’s environment. Through a developmental approach, works such as [97, 98, 99, 100]
investigate how skills are developed through human-robot interaction (HRI). In such studies, a
human assistant would interact with robots to teach them about the relationships between its
actions, effects, and its own internal representation of the world. For example, in Ivaldi et al. [99],
a robot was taught about object affordance through the assistance of a caregiver who supervises
the robot’s actions much like a parent would. The caregiver can give the robot different commands
such as looking, grasping, pushing or more complex actions like placing objects on top of another.
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Through HRI, the robot learns how to identify novel objects by showing the robot what the items
of focus arewithout any prior knowledge of what they look like. Once the robot has the knowledge
of those objects, the robot can proceed to learn about actions and the action’s effects while gaining
positive or negative feedback to indicate whether the robot performed the task correctly or not.
In summary, cognitive architectures not only aim to equip robots with the necessary knowledge
to perform its duties, but they ultimately aim to explore how our cognition as humans work.
Retaining a memory of experiences is crucial to learn semantic and symbolic concepts and to
reason for solving problems.
1.3 Contribution of Dissertation
This research work contributes the following to the robotics community:
1. We propose and define a simple yet effective knowledge representation for robots that use
the concept of affordance as a driver to problem solving.
2. We provide a data set of 100 demonstration videos from several sources of various cooking
activities, which can be used for video understanding problems. In related work, we have
presented a pipeline for video understanding using FOON as reference. This data set is
publicly available and accessible through our project’s website and through our FOON API
repository (which is described in detail in Appendix A).
3. We propose a framework for using FOON with real robotic systems, which aims to leverage
the performance of robots based on their physical capabilities. We show how FOON can be
used in multiple entity task planning and execution with the case of a human assistant.
4. We propose a motion taxonomy – a representation of motions for use in motion recognition
and generation tasks that deviates from human language – that can be used to generate
motion embeddings in the form of motion codes. With a more adequate representation of
motions through motion codes, researchers are better able to define classes and features that
explicitly define and distinguish motions from one another.
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1.4 Structure of Dissertation
This dissertation is structured as follows:
• In Chapter 2, we introduce the FOON representation. We define its basic structure, how it is
constructed, and how it can be accessed for use.
• In Chapter 3, we delve into graph analysis on FOON – specifically network centrality to
determine important nodes needed for cooking procedures and activities. We also review
other statistics of FOON such as the number of nodes within the network. These values
correspond to our latest version of FOON comprising of 100 demonstration videos, which
we refer to as FOON-100within this dissertation.
• In Chapter 4, we introduce themanipulation motion taxonomy to encode motions into a binary
string label (that can then be broken into a vector) and to embedmotions in an attribute space
that describes the motion’s characteristics. We show how the natural clustering of motions as
motion codes support real data and how these embeddings are better suited than Word2Vec
[101], which is a popular approach to learning word embedding from natural language.
• In Chapter 5, we discuss the task tree retrieval algorithm, which is an algorithm that a robot can
use in task planning to derive the steps it needs to execute to produce a target object, given
knowledge about its surroundings.
• In Chapter 6, as an alternative to annotating new videos manually (or, at best currently,
semi-automatically [102]), we introduce two techniques to expand the knowledge in FOON
through two methods: FOON expansion and FOON compression (or generalization). We
present up-to-date results of these techniques with our significantly larger FOON-100.
• In Chapter 7, as a solution to robotic programming with FOON, we present human-robot
collaborative task planning and execution with FOON. Due to the difficulty in programming
a robot to perfectly execute the necessary manipulations outlined in FOON, we propose
human-robot collaboration as a method to circumvent the limitations imposed by the robot’s
structure and architecture.
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• In Chapter 8, we end our discussion with concluding remarks on the state of knowledge
representations for robots and what it means for FOON.
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Chapter 2: Functional Object-Oriented Network
The functional object-oriented network (FOON) represents manipulations as seen in cooking
activities (andwithpossible extension to othermanipulation-centric tasks ordomains) by capturing
the objects and the activity’s motions within a graphical structure. Originally proposed in [2],
we formally introduced FOON as a graphical knowledge representation that represents high-
level concepts related to human manipulations for service robotics tasks. This representation is
motivated by the theory of affordance [7], wherein it describes the underlying uses and effects
of objects afforded to the robot, which are innately depicted in FOON though edges connecting
objects to actions. As we have introduced before, the purpose of this knowledge representation
is to serve as a source of knowledge for a robot to determine how it can go about solving a
problem. In this chapter, we talk about the basics of FOON: the types of nodes used, how they
represent manipulations, howwe can construct a FOON from demonstration, and how FOON can
be accessed by interested individuals.
2.1 Parts of a FOON
As given in the definition before, a FOON is primarily based on the graph data type, which is
comprised of nodes (or vertices) and edges. To adequately represent activities, a FOON contains
two types of nodes: object nodes and motion nodes. Object nodes symbolize any object that is
manipulated actively or passively within the activities in FOON, while motion nodes symbolize
the type of manipulation that connected object nodes are participating in at a given period of time.
An object node is defined by an object type (describing what object it is), a state type (describing
the state or condition in which the object is observed to be in), and its contained items/ingredients
This chapter was published in [2] and [103]. Permission is included in Appendix B.
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Figure 2.1. A basic functional unit with three input nodes (in green) and two output nodes (in
indigo) connected by an intermediary single motion node (in red) describing the action of stirring
tea with sugar to sweeten it.
(describing what objects form as components to another object acting as a container or medium).
Prior to this work, object nodes were only assigned a single state type, which reflected the most
important or influential state at a given point in time; however, we have now made revisions
such that objects can be defined with multiple states. Multiple states would capture a mixture of
physical properties and the location of the object as it is found or observed in the environment.
A motion node is defined by a motion type (an identifier describing what type of action it is); this
motion type can either be a manipulation (e.g. stirring, cutting, or pouring) or non-manipulation
action (e.g. baking, cooking, frying – where cooking utensils are immobile). These motion nodes
not only reflect cooking actions, but they can also extend to manipulations in other domains,
such as assembly or manufacturing processes. However, there is one point to note concerning the
prevalence of nodes in a FOON: object nodes are kept unique based on their labels, while motion
nodes are not and thus can be duplicated. The reason for duplicate motion nodes is that there may
be different ways of using objects with the same motion type, so it is necessary to have multiple
instances of motion nodes to capture the variations of actions that could happen in cooking.
As an example shown in Figure 2.1, which illustrates the task of stirring a cup of tea using a
spoon as a functional unit, the active object in this case would be a spoon object that acts upon a
passive object tea cup which contains the ingredients tea and sugar. The stirring manipulation is
represented here with a motion node with the label stir. As a result of this action, the tea changes
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state from unsweetened to sweetened. The joint representation of both object andmotion nodes make
FOON a bipartite network. As with typical bipartite networks, where an edge connects two nodes
of different sets or types, object nodes connect to motion nodes, and motion nodes connect to
object nodes. Edges are directed to inherently indicate an order or sequence of actions – which is
inherently found in cooking recipes or procedures – within the network; hence, it is more accurate
to define FOON as a directed acyclic graph because of the direction of edges.
To suitably capture the essence of actionswithin a FOON,we denote a collection of object nodes
and motion nodes describing a single, atomic action within an activity or sequence as a functional
unit. A functional unit describes the change in the states of objects used in a manipulation action
before and after execution; it is important to consider the change in an object’s state to identify
when an action has been completed [104], which is the primary purpose of structuring actions
as functional units in a FOON. Each functional unit contains a single motion node describing
the action. Typically, an activity is represented by a series of functional units that are connected
by common object nodes. Input object nodes describe the required state(s) of objects needed to
perform the task, and output object nodes describe the outcome of performing the action on those
input object nodes. Some actions do not necessarily cause a change in all input objects’ states,
and so there may be instances where there are fewer output object nodes than inputs. When
considering a sequence of actions in an activity, functional units will be connected to one another
via overlapping input and output object nodes. A series of functional units connected in this
manner, describing an entire activity, is referred to as a subgraph; a collection of these subgraphs
formwhat we refer to as a universal FOON. Functional units within a FOON are kept unique based
on the combination of input/output object nodes and the connected motion node within them.
2.1.1 Network Data Structure
Like typical graphs or networks, a FOON is represented by conventional representations,
namely adjacency matrices and adjacency lists. We use an adjacency matrix to represent a universal
FOON for performing network analysis, where each node is represented by a row and its relation
to other nodes is given by the columns of the matrix. When performing network analysis, we
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present FOON as a one-mode projection; this will be explained further in Chapter 3. An edge from
a node Ni to N j is denoted by a value of 1, preserving directionality of edges; if two nodes are not
connected, then an index has a value of 0. Accompanying the adjacency matrix is a node list, which
keeps track of all object and motion nodes found in the graph. We typically use this structure
within the programmed functions of the FOON API, where each node contains a reference to its
neighbouring nodes. This provides directional information to other nodes that it is connected to.
To create the adjacency matrix programmatically, we use the adjacency list structure to map each
node to its row/column representation.
2.2 Accessing FOON
For interested researchers who would like to use FOON in their work, for tasks such as video
understanding or task planning, we have made every individual subgraph and a combined uni-
versal FOON of 100 videos available for download through our website, which can be accessed
at [105]. We also have this universal FOON accessible as a Neo4J graph database, which can be
accessed through our web server; users will have to contact our lab members for log-in credentials.
Following a study done by a former undergraduate [106], Sanjeeth Bhat, he determined that the
graph-based database structure was more appropriate for storing FOON. Additionally, we have
provided an API that operates on FOON, which is written in both Python and Java and uploaded
to BitBucket for convenience [107]. This API allows users to perform many operations on FOON
subgraphs, including but not limited to: reading subgraphs in the form of text files, generating
reports on the different node types (object or motion) found within a FOON, performing network
centrality analysis on FOON, performing task tree retrieval on FOON, and merging subgraphs
together. In Appendix A, I present an overview of how the FOON API can be used for tasks such
as graph analysis and task tree retrieval. On our website [105], we have two simpler tools available
for use: one for performing task tree retrieval, and the other for visualizing FOON subgraphs.
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2.3 Creating a Universal FOON
We will now discuss how FOON graphs are constructed via annotation and then merged
together to form a single network – a universal FOON. The consolidation of many subgraphs into
a universal FOON is done via a union operation.
2.3.1 Annotating FOON Graphs
Ideally, a subgraph is annotated automatically through the joint task of object and motion
recognition on a video demonstration of a single activity. However, up until this point, our group
has instead manually annotated several videos from different sources such as YouTube, Activity-
Net [108], and EPIC-KITCHENS [109]. Originally in [2], we have collected 60 YouTube videos
for annotation; in [103], we increased the number of videos to 65. Presently, we have a total of
100 video demonstrations annotated for FOON, with an additional 18 videos from Activity-Net, 7
videos from EPIC-KITCHENS, and 10 additional videos from YouTube. These numbers gradually
increase as more subgraphs are continuously being generated and added, especially from the
aforementioned data sets. In Chapter 3, we provide more details about the network created using
these videos and give statistics on the size and composition of FOON-100. A low resolution
compressed visualization of the generated universal FOON is shown as Figure 2.2.
Since subgraphs are created separately by different volunteers, they are often prone to incon-
sistencies in labels used within functional units. Therefore, a parsing script was developed to
preprocess all labelled subgraph files to keep all labelling consistent. This script has three main
functions: 1) to create a main index with a list of all the objects, states andmotions, 2) to update the
input file by relabelling the nodes so they are consistent throughout, and 3) to create a records file
that records all changes in any modified files. To keep track of all data elements, the records file
contains the object name, its old identifier, its new identifier, the object’s initial state, the object’s
final state, the file name, and the motion names for each functional unit. The parser can also find
possible duplicates in objects or motions through the use of the WordNet lexical database [86] by
comparing the stem word with the current object index. The index files and the parsing script are
provided for researchers in [107] in case new subgraphs are required.
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Figure 2.2. Illustration of a universal FOON combining knowledge from 100 instructional videos.
Three examples of functional units are shown, each describing an atomic manipulation.
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The rules for annotating these graphs are as follows:
• We begin by watching the video. While watching, we internally segment the video and note
the actions or steps that are happening in the demonstrated activity.
• While watching the video, we note the objects that are being used in the observed actions. In
particular, we note the states in which the objects are in, and we also indicate whether those
corresponding states are observed before or after the action occurs.
• For each motion observed in the activity, we note the time-stamp describing where in the
video the action occurs. We record this by noting the start and end time for the action.
• Finally, we also identifywhich objects are either actively or passivelymanipulated in the action.
Active manipulation (indicated with a label “1") means that the object or tool is primarily
manipulated and used within the action, and it acts upon other objects that are considered
to be passive (indicated with a label “0").
In Figure 2.3, we give an example of how a functional unit is written textually.
2.3.2 Merging Subgraphs
A FOON can be used by robots as a knowledge base that is referenced when solving manip-
ulation problems in the household. Such a source should contain a wide array of information
from several manipulation demonstrations to achieve specific goals or outcomes. Hence, a univer-
sal FOON is ideally constructed from merging many FOON subgraphs. The merging procedure
draws new connections (i.e. edges) between objects and new motion nodes as functional units.
After the nodes are made consistent within all the subgraphs, we run the union operation tomerge
all subgraphs into a universal FOON graph – one at a time. Pseudocode describing the merging
procedure is presented as Algorithm 1. An example of the merging procedure is provided as
Figures 2.4 and 2.5. In detail, the universal FOON, which is denoted as GFOON , is first initialized as
an empty list. Then, for each subgraph that we are merging with GFOON , we iterate through each
functional unit FU contained within it. For each functional unit we are trying to add to GFOON
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(a) Diagram of functional unit
O13 baking tray 0
S49 dish on top {garlic bread}
O229 garlic bread 0
S146 ingredients on top {garlic butter}
S170 on baking tray
O405 plate 0
S54 empty
M38 pick-and-place Assumed Assumed
O405 plate 0
S49 dish on top {garlic bread}
O229 garlic bread 0
S146 ingredients on top {garlic butter}
S190 on plate
//
(b) Text equivalent of functional unit
Figure 2.3. An illustration of a functional unit (Figure 2.3a) and its textual equivalent as a file
(Figure 2.3b). In Figure 2.3b, the numbers refer to integer identifiers given to each object, motion,
and state label. We provide index files for each type along with our FOON data set.
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Algorithm 1:Merging functional unit FUnew with GFOON
1: Let FUnew be functional unit to add
2: {Determine whether functional unit already exists in universal FOON:}
3: found = False
4: for all functional unit FUi in GFOON do
5: if FUi == FUnew then
6: found = True
7: end if
8: end for
9: {If we found the functional unit, we do not add it:}
10: if found == False then
11: Add FUnew to GFOON
12: {We must also add the nodes from the functional unit to universal list of nodes:}
13: Add input nodes NInput to node list NFOON
14: Add output nodes NOutput to node list NFOON
15: Add motion node NMotion to node list NFOON
16: end if
(denoted as FUnew), we determine whether a copy of that functional unit is already present in
FOON. Duplicates among functional units are indicated by overlap, which is suggested by all of
the following conditions: 1) both functional units have the same number of input/output objects,
2) in both units, every input/output object has a matching node of the same object-state combina-
tion, and 3) both functional units have the same motion node type. If the unit FUnew is deemed
to be unique, then it is added to GFOON . Objects in the newly added unit are also added if they
did not exist in the universal FOON’s node list; however, if they exist, a reference is made to those
existing nodes and then the edges are connected to a new motion node. The time complexity for
this union operation would simply reduce to the total number of functional units being added to
FOON, i.e. O(|FU |).
2.4 Abstraction of FOON using Levels of Hierarchy
Following our previous work in [2], we developed a new way of presenting knowledge in our
graph as different levels of abstraction. We can condense the information presented as a universal
FOON in an abstracted way through the use of hierarchies. Here, abstraction means that we want
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(a) Subgraph 1: Washing oranges
(b) Subgraph 2: Cutting and squeezing oranges
Figure 2.4. Illustration of two subgraphs which will be merged into a single FOON (best viewed
in colour). Using subgraphs as Figures 2.4a and 2.4b, we create a single, merged procedure of
making orange juice from scratch, shown as Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5. Illustration of merged FOON created from combining Figures 2.4a and 2.4b (best
viewed in colour). Nodes retain their original colours except for a single node orange, which is
aptly coloured in orange.
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to consider objects in a FOON with as few details as possible; more specifically, there may be
times when we wish not to consider or cannot work an object’s state or contained ingredients.
Hierarchies are useful when we do not require as much detail for performing manipulation tasks;
for instance, an object recognition system may not be built to detect certain objects in a variety of
states, and so a robot can refer to a version of FOON which does not take states into account. The
lower the hierarchy level, the less information is given to object nodes in functional units and the
fewer functional units in a FOON (due to there being fewer instances of duplicate units). We can
show object nodes at the following three levels of abstraction:
• Level 1 – A FOON at the purely object level:
– Objects are describedwithout any states or contained ingredients. For example, amango
object in the peeled state and another instance in the chopped state are represented by a
single mango object node in a level 1 FOON.
• Level 2 – A FOON at the object-state level:
– Objects are only differentiated based on their states. Following the example above, we
would have two separate object nodes to denote the above objects since there are two
instances of mango objects with different states chopped and peeled.
– However, if we have two objects with mixtures like a bowl with eggs and salt and a bowl
of eggs, milk, salt, and pepper, we treat them as one object node in a FOON: a bowl with
ingredients mixed inside.
• Level 3 – A FOON at the object-state-content level:
– Objects in different states are classified as unique, separate nodes if the ingredients that
make up that object-state node differ to other node instances.
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2.5 Future Work: Considerations for FOON Structure
FOON captures the essential components for typical manipulations: objects, ingredients or
tools and the type of manipulation executed. However, there may be some elements that could
make the representation more complete for robotic manipulation and video understanding tasks.
2.5.1 Considering Multiple States of Objects
To align with preliminary work that has been done on state recognition [104], FOON will
be modified to include states that have been suggested as ideal state classes for generalization.
With respect to adding location information to nodes in FOON, although the FOON API has been
revised to account for annotations of objects withmultiple states and locations, our latest version of
FOON does not contain information on the object’s locations as seen in demonstrations. However,
FOON could be integrated with a reasoning system that can infer the location of certain objects,
and a robot must rely on its vision system to identify what the objects are in the environment. This
concept has been explored in other representations such as SOM [41, 42].
2.5.2 Recipe Look-up from FOON
When considering recipes, however, this is not enough for cooking; in recipes, for example,
they outline the quantities or portion sizes of ingredients needed for preparing meals. FOON
at the moment has no sense of quantity or portion sizes, which is very important in measuring
ingredients for cooking. However, since several sequences share common intermediary actions
(i.e. among various subgraphs, there may be common functional units), it is not trivial to assign
measurements to ingredient object nodes in FOON, as portion sizes are dependent on what is
being made. We cannot arbitrarily assign such values to nodes before run-time as well. Thus, each
demonstration in FOON could be encoded with typical portion sizes as it pertains to the various
possible end goal items, and serving sizes should be used to calculate the required amount of
ingredients needed to prepare a meal at run-time. One way this can be done is by maintaining a
link between each functional unit to the subgraphs they were found in. Another way is to embed
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ratios within all end-nodes for each recipe used in making a universal FOON; in this way, the
merging of units will not affect different amounts across several procedures. Overall, ingredients
and other objects in general should be constantly monitored, where a systemmay be able to report
on what items are running low for restocking inventory. Furthermore, portion size monitoring
can also enforce healthy eating habits for humans, especially for those who need personalized and
regulated diets.
2.5.3 Automatic Creation of FOON Graphs
As of now, our group has been able to achieve semi-automatic construction of FOON graphs
directly fromvideo demonstrations [102]. However, morework needs to be done on the recognition
of states [104], which itself is a very difficult problem andmany research in computer vision do not
go into fine-grained object detection that would distinguish states from one another. Presently, we
are exploring how we can use natural language processing (NLP) to construct FOON subgraphs
from recipes given as text. Existing datasets such as Recipe1M+ [110] are more easily available
for researchers to obtain recipes and images that have been parsed and encapsulated into a single
source. However, the use of NLP to process textual recipes further highlights other issues such
as inferring labels and states that are not explicitly stated in recipe instructions (e.g. the use of
utensils or tools, which are rarely provided in the list of items needed in text recipes). Nevertheless,
such approaches combined with our preliminary methods of annotating graphs can diminish the
time needed for manual annotation and thus should be welcomed and further refined for use on
a variety of recipe types.
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Chapter 3: Network Analysis of FOON
FOON, just like many large networks across several domains such as social engineering and
biology, captures very useful details in its structure. In particular, we are interested in the rela-
tionship between objects and the motions observed throughout the network. We primarily focus
on determining the most central (or important) nodes in our network. The importance of a node
innately lies in the frequency of this node’s interaction with many other nodes. This measure of
importance in network and graph theory is referred to as centrality, which is a measured value of
importance that is then individually assigned to each node. There aremanyways of computing the
centrality, and the measures we have applied to FOONwere degree centrality, eigenvector centrality
and Katz centrality [111]. We use a one-mode projected network specifically for centrality analysis
on objects to uncover the relationship between tools and ingredients used in a FOON and in the
cooking domain. Using the motion nodes assigned to each functional unit, we can also measure
the frequency at which each manipulation motion appears in a universal FOON.We can apply the
information obtained to our specific application, where we can determine a set of objects that are
frequently used together by the robot from object centrality, and which manipulation skills are the
most important for the robot to learn well from motion frequency.
3.1 FOON Statistics
Before our analytical discussion on FOON, we will talk about the size of our universal FOON.
We consider three (3) major iterations of FOON throughout the lifetime of our research project,
which was introduced in [2], [103] and [112] (tentative) respectively. In [2], our network comprised
of 60 videos taken from YouTube. In [103], our network expanded to 65 videos, where the
This chapter was partially published in [2]. Permission is included in Appendix B.
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Table 3.1. Statistics of current universal FOON, viz. FOON-100.
Hierarchy Level # of Object Nodes # of Motion Nodes Total Nodes
Level 1 420 1594 2014
Level 2 1958 1803 2761
Level 3 3407 1921 5328
additional 5 videos also came from YouTube. FOON has since grown to 100 videos: along with
the 65 videos, we have also added 10 new YouTube videos, 18 videos from Activity-Net [108], and
7 from EPIC-KITCHENS [109]. The reason we picked only a small number of EPIC-KITCHENS
videos is because the recorded egocentric videos tended to be very lengthy demonstrations, so an
entire sequence of preparing a meal can be broken into several videos. Within this work, we will
refer to the latest iteration of FOON as FOON-100, while the prior iterations will be referred to
as FOON-60 and FOON-65 respectively. Due to the addition of 35 videos, along with the recent
iteration of FOON, the number of nodes in our universal FOON have almost doubled in size when
compared to FOON-65. Among all of the iterations of FOON, FOON-100 is the sole version that
contains objects with multiple states. We present the totals (as well as the breakdown of object and
motion nodes) in Table 3.1 for each level of FOON. A visualization of FOON-100 can be found at
our project’s website [105].
3.2 Object Centrality
To analyze objects within a universal FOON, we first transform it into a one-mode projected
network. This method is used to present a bipartite network into a representation that only contains
a single type of node. A good reference for network or graph theory to learn more about this and
other concepts is written by Mark Newman [111]. As a result, the one-mode projection will
remove all intermediary motion nodes and thus produce a graph where object nodes are directly
connected to one another; in this way, we can investigate object-object relationships, as objects will
be connected if they are related based on association. Objects are connected to each other based on
the direction of edges in all functional units in FOON; we illustrate this concept in Figure 3.1. With
this network, we can then perform centrality analysis, where centrality is a concept referring to the
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importance of a node in a graph. Centrality is reflected by computed values that are assigned to
each node; object centrality values are not necessary to be integer values, as the computations can
involve more than simply counting the node’s degree.
3.2.1 Measuring Centrality
Calculating centrality of nodes in FOON allows us to identify those which are very important
in cooking activities. The naive metric of centrality which we may easily adopt is degree centrality,
where we consider the in- or out-degree of nodes to determine importance; for identifying im-
portant objects, we care more about what objects are very important for cooking as input nodes,
therefore we prioritize out-degree for all object nodes. However, we should not only be concerned
with the degree of each node, but we also ought to consider the influence of all nodes connected
to every other node. To capture this, we can use a better-suited centrality metric known as Katz
centrality, which relies on computing the principal eigenvalue of a graph’s adjacency matrix. This
metric computes a centrality value for each node which is not necessary to be an integer number
like degree centrality. Unlike its original counterpart, the eigenvector centrality metric, this method
is suited for directed acylic graphs since there would not be a zero centrality problem. Katz cen-
trality is defined as follows: let xi be the centrality value assigned to a given node i and Ai j the
adjacency matrix entry for node i and j. A parameter α is added to govern the balance between
the eigenvector term and the constant term; this value is typically selected to be no greater than
1/κ1, where κ1 being the largest eigenvalue of the entire adjacency matrix A. β is an extra value
which we add to all nodes such that they will not be given zero centrality; we assume that β is
equal to 1, which gives every node, by default, a minimum centrality value of 1.
The Katz centrality value for node i is defined as:
xi  α
∑
k
Aik x j + β (3.1)
This equation can be rewritten to acquire a vector of centrality values. Let A be equal to the
adjacency matrix of the entire graph, and I be an identity matrix and 1 a vector with all ones. The
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following equation is a revised version of calculating the Katz centrality of all nodes (represented
as a vector of all centralities x) where :
x  β(I − αA)−1.1 (3.2)
 (I − αA)−1.1 (3.3)
To derive the Katz centrality values for a one-mode projection of FOON, it is important to use
the tranpose of its adjacency matrix A, where Ai j is equal to 1 if there exists an edge from node i
to j and 0 if there is none, rather than using the conventional adjacency matrix form, such that the
centrality values give higher values to input nodes.
3.2.2 Centrality Results
The results of object centrality match one’s expectations of important objects in the cooking
domain. We illustrate the top 20 most central nodes in FOON-100 as Figures 3.2 and 3.3, showing
results for both level 1 and 3 respectively. In these graphs, container objects are highlighted in dark
blue, utensils or tools in red, ingredients in gold, and appliances in green. In level 1, several objects
overlapped among the top 20 nodes, with a majority of them being container objects. The most
important node in level 1 is the bowl object node (with an out-degree of 241), which is followed by
the spoon and pan object nodes. In level 3, the majority of objects among the top 20 nodes were
utensils with respect to degree centrality but containers with respect to Katz centrality. The most
important node in level 3 is a clean spoon, (which has a out-degree of 308), which is followed by
an empty bowl and a clean knife. This matches the reality of cooking, as bowls, knives and spoons
are very frequently used; spoons and knifes in particular are central utensils that are needed for
important tasks of pouring and cutting/chopping. Surprisingly, in the top 20Katz centrality values
for level 3, we see spoon in the state dirty; this object was given a relatively high centrality value
due to the instance of the action of washing it to obtain a clean spoon. Since it will be connected to
a clean spoon in the one-mode projection, its centrality will also be high as a result of having some
relation to the most important node.
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(a) Bipartite version of subgraph (original)
(b) One-mode projection of subgraph
Figure 3.1. Illustration showing how one-mode projection works on an example subgraph (before
as Figure 3.1a and after as Figure 3.1b). A one-mode projection of FOON is used for measuring
centrality. Input object nodes from each functional unit will directly connect to output object nodes
in the same unit.
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Centrality values can be used to determine the objects that require the most attention in skill
mastery in manipulating them. They also inform which objects are in high demand in recipes
across the entire network; as scientists who work among a robot’s environment, it is important for
us to know what objects are important so that we ensure that these objects are especially made
available to the robot and perhaps adapted to the robot’s grippers.
3.3 Motion Frequency
We also consider the frequency at which motions appear as functional units in our network,
which we can use for determining the most likely action to occur at a given time and with a given
object. We do this by counting the number of instances of each motion belonging to a functional
unit that were found in the network. In Figure 3.4, we present the top 20 most frequent motions
that are found in FOON-100; these motion nodes comprise of 85% of all motion nodes in the
universal FOON. The most frequent motion observed (out of 73 possible motion types) is pouring.
This is a reasonable finding since cooking primarily involves the transfer of ingredients from one
container or receptacle to the next until we have our finished product or meal. Second to pouring
is picking-and-placing, which is merely the act of moving an object from one place to another. This
motion is expected to be in the majority; pouring can be seen as a variant of picking-and-placing.
Using these motion statistics, we can determine a roadmap for learning manipulation motions
based on their prevalence (and thus importance) in FOON. In other words, we should ensure that
a robot can masterfully execute the most important motions.
The motion frequency values can also be used in some way to create a probabilistic graphical
model from FOON. With these probabilities, we hope to improve our structure to behave more
like a typical probabilistic graphical model within the next phases of our project. The frequencies
can be used for compressing FOON even further by possibly removing the need for duplicate
motion nodes. When paired with the objects, our system would be able to determine the next
likely outcome for each object and thus making robot manipulations easier to perform.
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(a) Degree centrality
(b) Katz centrality
Figure 3.2. Illustration of both degree centrality (Figure 3.2a) and Katz centrality (Figure 3.2b) for
a level 1 one-mode projection of FOON. The colours of each label in these graphs reflect whether
it is a container (dark blue), utensil or tool (red), ingredient (gold) or appliance (green).
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(a) Degree centrality
(b) Katz centrality
Figure 3.3. Illustration of both degree centrality (Figure 3.3a) and Katz centrality (Figure 3.3b) for
a level 3 one-mode projection of FOON. The colours of each label in these graphs reflect whether
it is a container (dark blue), utensil or tool (red), ingredient (gold) or appliance (green).
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Figure 3.4. Twenty (20) most frequent motions (85% of FOON motion nodes). The top motion
labels correspond to the most important actions needed for cooking (aside from regular picking-
and-placing), such as pouring, mixing/stirring, and sprinkling.
3.3.1 Motion Aliases
Many of these motion labels have some sort of functional overlap; for instance, scoop and pour
can be regarded as a specialized case of picking-and-placing, where scooping is the picking portion
and pouring is placing. In addition to pour, sprinkle can also be considered as the act of placing.
Other labels are specific variations of existing labels, viz. put inside, remove or take out can be
generalized to pick-and-place. In Table 3.2, we list some other examples ofmotion aliases or “super"
classes of motion verbs that may encompass other commonly used motion labels. In Chapter 4, we
discuss a proposedmethod of representingmotions thatwill consolidate such aliases ofmotions to:
1) compress motion labels (in FOON and in classification algorithms) that have some similarities
in functionality, 2) deviates from the sense of human language, thus avoiding ambiguity in natural
language, and 3) represent motions in an embedded space, where we can meaningfully define
metrics to compute distances (or, in other words, to differentiate) between motions.
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Table 3.2. Examples of motion aliases, which were taken from various knowledge sources such
as our FOON, MPII Cooking Activities Dataset [113] and EPIC-KITCHENS [109]. With so many
verbs that can have multiple meanings, it can be hard to translate between data sets.
Motion Alias Equivalent Motion Types
pick scoop, uncover (lid), take, take out
place sprinkle, pour, cover (lid), put, insert, throw (in, away)
pick-and-place pick-and-place, move, take out, remove, empty,
shake shake, sprinkle, spice
insert poke
mix beat, mix, stir, whisk
cook cook, bake, heat, blend, fry
cut chop, cut, dice, slice, cut off ends
insert insert, pierce, pick-and-place
rotate twist, turn on (knob), adjust (knob), screw
press turn on (button), adjust (button)
deform kneed, squeeze, roll, shape, tuck ends, fold, wrap, take apart, pull apart, rip open
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Chapter 4: A Motion Taxonomy for Manipulation Embedding
In learning manipulations from demonstration, the notion of motions is central for task plan-
ning and execution for robots; in our FOON representation, motions are pivotal to building func-
tional units for capturing activities. In learning to recognize manipulations in activities of daily
living (ADL), it is important to properly define commonmotions or actions, as representationmust
be considered for generalization and for a deeper understanding of actions [3]. However, it is very
difficult to appropriately define or describe motions – which we understand in human language
using words – in a way that is understood by robots. Even with human language, there may be
many ways of describing actions, and there are no set conventions or standards for labels to be
used for motion recognition and understanding. One major issue in learning motions stems from
the need to define a proper representation of these motions, whether it is in activity understanding
or motion generation, that appropriately explains the difference between motion types.
In this chapter, we introduce a motion taxonomy, which researchers can use as reference to
represent motions as a binary string code. The objective of this taxonomy is to derive a descriptive
representation of motions from the point of view of the robot by considering themechanics behind
manipulations for measuring distances. These binary strings, which we refer to as manipulation or
motion codes, when used as word embedding can be used in measuring similarity (or dissimilarity)
between other motions. With suitable distance metrics, motion classifiers can better discern
between motion types or, in the event of uncertainty, suggest similar yet accurate labels for activity
understanding. Motion codes can be used with FOON to facilitate the translation of activity
descriptions from other data sets and to consolidate variations of motions that have some sort of
overlap due to common characteristics.
This chapter was partially published in [114]. Permission is included in Appendix B.
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4.1 Motivation for the Motion Taxonomy
Deriving a representation of motions using the motion taxonomy was partially inspired by
our own experiences with annotating labels for robot knowledge. We have observed that among
several annotators, inconsistency of labelling and defining motions was prevalent. This happens
especially with certain motion types that are hard to discern (such as deciding between the labels
‘cut’, ‘slice’ or ‘chop’), which requires revisiting all labels given to videos to ensure consistency.
Furthermore, this is also a problem encountered when using annotated data sets such as the
MPII Cooking Activities Dataset [113] or EPIC-KITCHENS [109] since they may have their own
labels that may not overlap with each other. In some cases, labels can be very ambiguous and
could be better described when adopting data sets for affordance learning For instance, in EPIC-
KITCHENS, one verb class provided is ‘adjust’, which turns out to encompass several actions such
as tapping, poking, pressing or rotating depending on types of switches; another example is the
‘insert’ class, which encompasses actions such as pouring to picking-and-placing. More examples
of this is mentioned in the previous chapter, especially in Table 3.2; therefore, it can be a challenge
to translate or adopt annotated data from other data sets (in order to save time and effort) to the
convention we have adopted in FOON without manual verification.
To potentially resolve these issues, we propose a representation scheme that deviates from
natural language since an effective representation is important for robot learning [3]. Binary-
encoded strings called motion codes will inherently define the motions based on key traits defined
in the taxonomy; these codes represent manipulation in a way that robots can “understand” and
use to plan and execute. With such strings, we can consolidate aliases or terms for differentmotions
(even in other languages) since they will be represented in a format that describes the motions
on a functional level. Ambiguity in human language labels or classes can be better handled if
we represent them based on attributes, especially if these can be automatically obtained from
demonstration. Ideally, a neural network (or a collection of networks for a group of attributes) can
be developed to output codes for different motion types. It is important to note that the proposed
motion taxonomy is not claimed to be the ideal way to represent motions; rather, it can be used
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to tentatively reduce the amount of features needed to label motions and to compute meaningful
distances between motions.
4.1.1 Conventional Representation of Motions
4.1.1.1 One-hot Encoding
Neural networks used for motion recognition typically require motion labels encoded using
one-hot vectors as their representation. One-hot vector encoding is a very simplified representation
that typically creates vectors of size 1×N , where N is the number of classes. Each vector contains
zeroes (0s) except for a row that will contain a value of 1 that maps to a class type; for instance,
if we have three labels ‘pour’, ‘sprinkle’, and ‘cut’ given for three motion classes, these may be
encoded with vectors [1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], and [0, 0, 1] respectively. When training these networks, we
typically use the cross entropy loss function, which is defined as:
L  −
N∑
k1
xk log x̂k ,
where N is the total number of classes (as above), xk is the ground-truth distribution, and xk
is the predicted distribution. Following the example above, during the prediction stage, we
can predict the label for a given manipulation sequence with the highest confidence using this
equation. Since cross entropy is used to determine how close predicted distributions are to
the actual distribution using one-hot vectors, distances between classes would not matter since
one-hot vectors are equidistant from one another. Although we can consider this as a distance
metric between probabilities, this does not consider class features that can provide a better label
for class instances. Following the prior example, we do not get a sense of similarity between
motions: pouring and sprinkling can be considered as closer motions than to cutting in terms of
manipulation mechanics; such mechanics are represented using our taxonomy.
4.1.1.2 Word Embedding
Word embedding is another technique to derive a vectorized representation of words from nat-
ural language. One such technique that learns this in a neural network-like fashion is Word2Vec,
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which was originally proposed by Mikolov et al. [101]. With Word2Vec embeddings, cosine dis-
tances between vectors suggest relatedness between word labels, where relatedness is determined
by context. These models are trained either using continuous bag-of-words (CBOW), n-grams or
skip-grams to identify word pairs that are frequently used or seen together; in this sense, word
associations are learned based on proximity of words as well as context. However, these vectors
do not explicitly describe in what ways words (or in this case, motions) differ, which is one key
purpose of motion codes. Furthermore, since Word2Vec derives vectors for singular words, we
also can run into issues when defining variations of motions. For example, pushing a solid or rigid
object is mechanically different to pushing a soft object since the object we are pushing changes in
shape, but we cannot represent these variations with Word2Vec.
4.1.2 Grasp Taxonomies
Taxonomies for robotics have been proposed solely for identifying or describing grasp types.
These grasp taxonomies have been extremely inspirational and useful in robotic grasp planning
and analysis. A number of works have defined different grasp taxonomies or grasp types [115,
116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122] from either video demonstrations or grasping data. Those studies
have focused on uncovering more than the dichotomy between power and precision grasps (the
two main classes of grasps), and they go deep into the way fingers secure objects contained within
the hand. Using grasps, we can identify the type of activity happening in a scene, even if the
tool is occluded from view, because the type of the grasp can suggest the type of tool being held
or manipulated [16]. To some degree, this relates to the theory of affordance [7], where we can
infer the functionality of an object based on properties of the object itself. However, there is a
lack of a manipulation motion taxonomy that focuses on the mechanics of motions – specifically
trajectory and contact in manipulations. Different from the grasp taxonomy that focuses on the
finger kinematics, we prioritize contact and motion trajectory. A mechanics-based manipulation
motion taxonomy could help roboticists to consolidate motion aliases, words or expressions of
the same or similar motions in terms of mechanics and eventually for motion generation, motion
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analysis, and recognition in a similar way to how grasp taxonomies have been useful in defining
or describing grasps for planning strategies.
4.2 Motion Taxonomy: Version 1
In [114], we proposed the first iteration of the motion taxonomy. To capture the mechanics of
the manipulation motion, we looked at the motion from the following main aspects: contact type,
engagement type, and trajectory type. We then added two additional aspects that could be useful
for planning: contact duration and manual operation (whether unimanual or bimanual) for finer
manipulation details. We define a manipulation to be an interaction between active and passive
objects, where an active object or manipulator (which is usually a tool or utensil) acts upon a passive
object or manipulatee. We combine them into a manipulation code to represent a motion. Figure
4.1 illustrates the manipulation taxonomy described in Table 4.3 as five hierarchical trees. Each
manipulation motion will be grouped according to the taxonomy trees and assigned a string of
binarymanipulation code. In the following subsection, we describe each hierarchical tree in detail.
4.2.1 Motion Attributes
4.2.1.1 Contact Type
We mainly distinguish manipulations as contact or non-contact motions. Contact motions are
those in which there is an interaction between objects, tools or utensils in the demonstration, while
non-contact are those inwhich there is little to no contact. Contactmotions are thosemanipulations
that involve forces being applied on an object (or a set of objects) where the force is exerted by a
tool, utensil or another object. We refer to the tool or utensil as the active participant in the motion,
while objects being acted upon are referred to as passive participants. For instance, a hammer
exerts force as repeated single, powerful impacts on a nail for the hammering motion, while a
softer force can be observed with motions like mixing liquids in a container or brushing a surface
with a brush. In some cases, the robot’s hand acts as the active tool in manipulations such as
picking-and-placing, squeezing or folding. We can also have a non-contactmotion type, which will
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Figure 4.1. An illustration of the first iteration of the motion taxonomy, which was introduced in
[114]. This structure has since been revised with additional features, which is shown as Figure 4.2.
involve the manipulation of tools that make little to no contact on participating passive objects.
For instance, when we pour a liquid into a bowl from a cup, the cup does not touch the bowl
in a typical pouring action. It is important to note that in pouring, we do not consider the hand
gripping the object as a tool.
4.2.1.2 Engagement Type
A manipulation motion can also be identified by how an active object engages with other
passive objects. We identify motion engagement types as either being soft or rigid. Soft engagement
motions are those where either the active tool or the passive object undergoes a change in its shape
from contact with each other. Rigid or neutral engagement motions have neither the tool nor the
objects change in their shape, state or form as a result of direct contact. However, these motions
can either cause some sort of movement in the manipulation or the object being acted upon does
not move from the manipulation. For instance, with a spatula, one can pick up items without
changing the physical state of the manipulator tool and the manipulated object, but the passive
item would be moved from one location to another. Soft engagement contact can be broken down
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into three subcategories: 1) admitting or penetrative, where the tool can penetrate the object without
deformation of the tool and the passive object allows the tool to enter it, or 2) deforming, where
either the active or passive object deforms in someway. The latter can be further broken down into
either deforming of themanipulator, where the active tool itself changes in its shape or deforms for
manipulation upon an object, or deforming of the manipulatee, where the passive object changes
in its state or shape and the active tool remains rigid and does not deform. As an example of
an admitting engagement, when scooping flour from a bowl, the spoon or cup penetrates the
ingredients. A manipulator-deforming engagement type can be observed when using a brush, for
instance, since the bristles will bend and deform in shape from the default appearance of a brush.
As for a manipulatee-deforming engagement such as cutting, the active knife deforms the passive
object by changing its shape from its natural state to pieces for the purpose of cooking.
4.2.1.3 Contact Duration
With contact made between the active tool and the passive object, engagement can either be
continuous, where there is a constant interaction or force in themanipulation over thedurationof the
action, or discontinuous, where there is little to no constant or non-persistent contact between them.
Discontinuous motions tend to be those which can be identified by sharp periods of force. For
example, in the case of pick-and-place, the only contact between the object and the environment
in the pick-and-place process are at the beginning and the end of the process – breaking and
establishing contact between the picked object and the support environment. However, since
the hand is considered to be the active tool, which continuously grips the object, this action is
considered as continuous contact. With an action such as dipping, the object will only make
temporary contact with contents usually held within a container.
4.2.1.4 Trajectory Type
As for manipulation motion types, the movement can be prismatic, where it undergoes linear
translation across a line/plane (e.g. cutting is usually a vertical motion in 1D), or it can be revolute
or rotational, where the object or tool undergoes a change in orientation and it moves about axes
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of rotation (e.g. pouring typically involves the rotation of a cup to allow liquid to flow into a
receiving container). Manipulation motions are not confined to a single trajectory type since
certain manipulations combine rotation and translation; hence, these two subcategories are not
mutually exclusive. An example of this type of motion is folding.
4.2.1.5 Manual Operation
Motions can also be described by the number of hands (or end-effectors) regularly used in the
action. We can classify them as unimanual (involving one hand) or bimanual (involving both hands)
in terms of manipulation of the active tool or item. Sprinkling salt from a shaker can be considered
as a unimanual action since we can hold the shaker and shake it with one hand, while rolling
or flattening is usually a bimanual action since a rolling pin requires two hands to operate. This
criterion is important for determining which motions we can execute since some robotic systems
are not built consistently to human anatomy (i.e. with two arms, two hands, and similar joints).
4.2.2 Manipulation Codes: Version 1
Based on the taxonomy, each motion type can be represented with a manipulation code which
can be used for representing each motion as detailed in our taxonomy. The binary string is
a combination of manipulation attributes in the following order from left to right: contact type,
engagement type, trajectory type, contact duration andmanual operation. In Table 4.1, we assigned
manipulation codes to common cooking motions as seen in both FOON and DIM.
As a result of using the taxonomy, several motions ended up naturally clustered because of
common codes. Mixing/stirring is assigned the same code as inserting/piercing since they are
both admitting actions, have prismatic trajectories, and they are classified as continuous contact
motions. Cutting/slicing/chopping along with motions such as mashing, rolling (unimanual),
peeling, shaving, and spreading are clustered together mainly because of their manipulatee-
deforming and prismatic properties. This group is separate to the group containing pulling apart
and grating because they are typically bimanual actions.
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Table 4.1. Manipulation Code (Version 1), which was taken from [114]. Refer to the index in Table
4.3 or Figure 4.1 for the meaning behind binary digits.
Manipulation Code Motion Types
00000100 shake/sprinkle
00001000 rotate, pour
10111000 poke
10111010 pick-and-place, push (rigid)
10111100 flip
11001000 dip
11001010 insert, pierce, mix, stir
11001100 scoop
11101010 brush, wipe, push (deforming)
11110100 tap, crack (egg)
11110111 twist (open/close container)
11111010 cut, slice, chop, mash, roll (unimanual), peel, scrape, shave,
spread, squeeze, press, flatten
11111011 roll (bimanual), pull apart, grate
11111110 fold (wrap/unwrap)
4.3 Motion Taxonomy: Version 2
Following our previous iteration, we made several changes to the taxonomy. In our latest
version, we consider the following attributes based on contact and trajectory information for the
taxonomy: contact interaction type, engagement type, contact duration, trajectory type andmotion
recurrence. As before, we define a manipulation motion to be any atomic action between active
and passive objects; however, the key distinction of version 2 is that an active object is defined as
a hand/gripper, tool or utensil or the combination of the hand/gripper and tool that acts upon
passive objects. As a result, motion codes have been revised to indicate whether the active object
is solely a hand/gripper or if it is a combination of a hand or tool. Additionally, we no longer
consider motions to be unimanual or bimanual, since we need not care about the number of hands
required for a manipulation if we can program a robot to use more than two hands or grippers.
Instead, motion codes can be defined for each end-effector or gripper used in the manipulation
that will describe how it operates the tool or how it affects the passive object. When considering
contact, we still examine whether objects used in the manipulation make contact with one another
and we describe what happens to these objects when this contact is established. These revised
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features are shown in an updated hierarchical tree as Figure 4.2, and they are further described in
the following subsections.
4.3.1 Describing Contact Type and Features
Motion types can be classified as contact or non-contact interaction types. Contact motion
types are those that require contact between an active object (i.e. the actor’s hands or the object
that is typically grasped in the actor’s hands) and passive object(s) (i.e. the object(s) that is/are
manipulated upon when in contact with an active object) in the work space. As opposed to the
taxonomy in [114], we may consider the hand or end-effector as a tool. Conversely, non-contact
motion types are those where no contact is established between active and passive objects or there
is no force exerted upon passive objects. Contact can be observed with vision (for instance, by the
objects’ borders or bounding boxes overlapping) or using force sensors mounted on objects. An
example of a contact motion is mixing, where the active tool makes contact with contents within a
passive container. As for a non-contact motion, pouring is a prime example: when pouring from
one container to another, the active container held in the hand is not required to make contact with
the passive receiving container.
Once an object interacts with others through physical contact, we classify their engagement as
either rigid or soft. Rigid engagement is where an active object’s interaction with passive objects
does not result in deformation – i.e. their structure is not compromised or changed –, whereas soft
engagement is where objects deform as a result of the interaction or the objects allow admittance
or are permeable. An example of a soft engagement motion is mixing, as the passive object will
allow the active tool to permeate it and alter its structure; on the other hand, an example of a rigid
engagement motion is picking-and-placing, as the passive object’s structure does not change at all
since the active manipulator (i.e. the hand) is simply translating the passive object in the scene.
In addition to the prior attributes, it may be useful to note whether the active tool makes
persistent contact with passive objects. If the actor only makes contact for a short duration in the
manipulation, we consider that contact to be discontinuous; however, if the contact between the
active tool and passive object is persistent, we consider that contact to be continuous. However,
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Figure 4.2. An illustration of the motion taxonomy (Version 2). A motion code is formed by
appending contact features, the active object’s structural bits, the passive object’s structural bits,
the active trajectory and passive trajectory bits, and active bit descriptor by following the tree.
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this perspective changes depending on what is considered to be the active object. If we consider
the robot’s hand to be the active tool only, then we can assume that once it is grasping a tool for
manipulation, there would be continuous contact between the hand and the tool. This is why we
consider the active tool to be either the hand (if there is no tool acting upon other objects) or both
the hand and tool as a unit (if there are other objects in the manipulation). Contact duration can be
determined visually (by timing the overlap of bounding boxes placed over each object participating
in the activity, for instance) or physically with sensors or trackers.
4.3.2 Describing Changes in Object Structure
We can also consider the structural integrity of the objects used in order todescribedeformation.
Active andpassive objects can either undergonodeformation (non-deforming) or structural change
(deforming). We consider the cutting action as a soft engagement motion, as an active knife object
will permanently deform the passive object into smaller pieces or units; even in the action ofmixing
items within a bowl, the contents within the bowl can be regarded as the passive objects being
acted upon and deformed. As for a rigid motion, actions such as tapping or poking a solid object
show no structural change among objects as a result of contact. In spreading with a knife, neither
the knife nor the surface (like bread) incurs a significant change in their shape. Deformation can be
further distinguished as temporary or permanent, which is attributed to the material or texture of
the objects. For instance, when we squeeze a passive sponge object, it returns to its original shape,
signifying that this motion temporarily deforms it. However, in the cutting example from before,
this state change is permanent. Poking or tapping an object would classify as soft engagement
if we were to tap or poke a soft or elastic object, which would typically show a temporary sign
of deformation. However, in other cases, it would be regarded as a rigid engagement with no
observable structural change.
The combination of these features and the previously discussed contact engagement features
wereonce combinedas a single tree in thefirst versionof the taxonomy (refer toFigure 4.1); however,
we found that the state of the object is not central to the mechanical properties of either rigid or
soft motions since it simply describes what has happened to the objects after the manipulation is
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executed. However, with this separation, we are able to describe the structural change for both
active and passive objects, as opposed to the prior version, which considers that only one of these
entities changes in its state.
4.3.3 Describing Trajectory of Motion
As we have done before, we can describe an object’s trajectory as prismatic (or translational),
revolute (or rotational), or both. Prismatic motions are manipulations where the object is moved
along a certain axis or plane of translation. Prismatic motions can be 1-dimensional (along a single
axis), 2-dimensional (confined to a plane) or 3-dimensional (confined to a manifold space); this
can be interpreted as having 1 to 3 DOF of translation. Revolute motions, on the other hand, are
manipulations where the object is rotated about an axis or plane of rotation; a robot performing
such motions would rely on revolute joints to execute manipulations of this nature. Similar to
prismatic motions, revolute motions can also range from 1-dimensional to 3-dimensional motion
(i.e. from 1 to 3 DOF of rotation); typically, revolutemotions are confined to a single axis of rotation
in world space. This differs to the trajectory hierarchy found in [114], which solely considers if
a motion has prismatic/revolute properties or not. A motion is not limited to one trajectory
type, as these properties are not mutually exclusive; therefore, we can say that a motion can be
prismatic-only, revolute-only, neither prismatic nor revolute or both prismatic and revolute. From
the perspective of the active object, an example of a prismatic-only manipulation is chopping with
a knife since the knife’s orientation is usually fixed, while an example of a revolute-only motion is
fastening a screw into a surface using a screwdriver. However, a motion such as scooping with a
spoon will usually require both prismatic and revolute movements to complete the action.
As an addition to the taxonomy, we can also describe a motion’s trajectory by its recurrence,
which describes whether the motion exhibits repetitive behaviour in the tool’s movement. A
motion can be acyclical or cyclical, which may be useful depending on the context of motion.
This simply answers the question of whether the motion is observed to be repetitive or not, as
some actions may require some repetitive motion to finish them and to continue a sequence of
execution. For instance, mixing ingredients in a bowl may be repeated until the ingredients have
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fully blended together, or in the case of loosening a screw, the screwdriver will be rotated until the
screw is completely out of the surface. Learned acyclical motions can be made cyclical simply by
repeating them, which is a decision that can be left up to the robot during motion generation if it
is not finished with its task or it failed to execute the manipulation successfully.
4.3.4 Translating Motions to Code
We now discuss howmotion codes can be assigned to motions using the example of the cutting
action. Using the flowchart shown as Figure 4.2, we construct codes in the following manner:
first, we ascertain whether the motion is contact or non-contact. In cutting, the active knife object
makes contact with the passive object, and so we will follow the contact branch. If the motion
was better described as non-contact, then we will start with the string ‘000’. Since there is contact,
we then describe the type of engagement between the objects and how long the contact duration
is throughout the action. Following our example, the knife cuts through an object and maintains
contact with it for the entirety of the manipulation, hence making it a soft engagement (‘11’) and
with continuous contact (‘1’). After describing contact, we describe the state of the active and
passive objects after the manipulation occurs. In our example, the active object does not deform
(‘00’) while the passive object deforms permanently since the knife cuts it into a different state
(‘11’). After describing the structural integrity of the objects, we then describe their trajectories.
When cutting an object, the active trajectory is typically a 1D prismatic motion as we swing the
knife up and down andwithout any rotation (‘00100’), while there is no passive trajectory (‘00000’),
as the passive object is usually immobile. If we are observing repetition in cutting, then we would
assign the recurrent bit ‘1’ instead of ‘0’ in the active trajectory substring. Finally, we indicate
whether the active object is solely the hand or hand/tool pair; in our example, we would assign it
a bit of ‘1’ since we have a hand and knife pairing as an active object. With all of these substrings,
we end up with the single motion code ‘11100110010000001’.
We compiled a list of motion labels for several common ADL that can be found across several
sources ofmanipulation data such as EPIC-KITCHENS,MPII CookingActivities, FOON [103], and
Daily Interactive Manipulations (DIM) [1]. In Table 4.2, we show codes assigned to other motion
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Table 4.2. Manipulation Codes (Version 2), which is based on the taxonomy illustrated in Figure
4.2. The attributes of each motion correspond to those in source demonstrations. Underlined bits
correspond to the active object’s features, while overlined bits correspond to the passive object’s
features. Motion codes are 18 bits long.
Motion Code Motion Types
000000000001000001 pour
000000010100000001 sprinkle
100000000100000000 poke, press (button), tap
101000000000000000 grasp, hold
101000000001000010 open/close (jar), rotate, turn (key, knob), twist
101000000100000001 spread, wipe
101000000100001000 move, push (rigid)
101000000101001010 flip (hand)
101000000101001011 flip (turner, spatula)
101000001000000001 spread, wipe (surface)
101000001000000010 open/close (door)
101000001000010000 move (2D), insert (placing), pick-and-place
101000010001100011 fasten, loosen (screw)
101000010001100010 shake (revolute)
101000010100101000 shake (prismatic)
110001000100000001 dip
110001000101001001 scoop (liquid)
110001100101001001 scoop
110110000100000001 crack (egg)
111000000100000001 insert, pierce
111001000000000000 squeeze (in hand, elastic)
111001000101001010 fold, unwrap, wrap
111001011000000001 beat, mix, stir (liquid)
111001100000000000 squeeze (in hand)
111001100100001000 flatten, press, squeeze, pull apart, peel (hand)
111001100100000001 chop, cut, mash, peel, scrape, shave, slice
111001100100100010 roll
111001101000000001 saw, cut (2D), slice (2D)
111001111000000001 beat, mix, stir
111100000100001001 brush, sweep, spread (brush)
111100001000010001 brush, sweep (surface)
111110000000001001 grate
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types from source data sets. Several motions can share the same motion code due to common
mechanics, such as cutting and peeling since they are both 1D-prismatic motions that permanently
deform the passive objects. We can also account for variations in manipulation; for instance,
certain motions like mixing and stirring can either temporarily deform or permanently deform
the target passive object, which depends on its state of matter. We can also identify non-recurrent
or recurrent variations of motions. It is important to note that motion codes can be assigned to
each hand or end-effector used in a manipulation since they are not necessary to perform the same
manipulation in the same action. For instance, when chopping items, usually it is necessary to
hold the object in place with one hand and then use the knife to chop with the other. Because of
this, the structural or state outcome of performing those actions could be extrinsic to the actions;
in the aforementioned example, the passive object deforms but it is not directly an outcome of just
holding the object. In Table 4.2, we simplify this to the single-handed perspective of performing
those actions.
4.4 Evaluation of the Taxonomy
Having understood the taxonomy and identified motion codes for manipulations in ADL, we
demonstrate how suitable they are for representing motion labels. In particular, we focus on how
motion codes can produce embeddings whose distances are meaningful based on their attributes.
In this section, we support our taxonomy by comparing force reading data for different motion
types from DIM [1], which provides position/orientation and force sensors for a variety of human
activities. DIM is the only data set at the moment that contains contact 6-axis force data of many
manipulation motions [123]. The objective here is to match each activity to a motion type and to
determine whether the measurements show that certain motion types are alike to other motion
types, thus determining whether the clusters from Table 4.1 aligns with real data.
4.4.1 Experiment: Support for Motion Codes from Demonstration Data
Preferably, motion codes are derived directly from demonstration data. Several modalities of
data such as trajectory, force, and vision can be used to determine the attributes that best describe
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Table 4.3. Mechanical characteristics described by the motion taxonomy. Here, we summarize all
of the properties and their definitions as it pertains to manipulations and motion codes.
Attributes Description of Motion Attributes
Interaction Type • Non-contact – there is little to no contact between active and passive
objects.
• Contact – there is contact between the active and passive objects.
Engagement Type • Rigid engagement – active and passive objects in activity do not change
in structure from contact.
• Soft engagement – themanipulation causes change in structure of either
tool (active) or objects (passive).
Contact Duration • Discontinuous – if contact is observed, contact between active and pas-
sive objects is temporary.
• Continuous – contact persists between active and passive objects
Structural Integrity
(State Change)
• Non-deforming – no observable change in structure or shape of objects.
• Deforming – there is observable change in structure or shape, further
classified as:
→ Temporary – deformation is temporary (due to elastic material)
→ Permanent – deformation is irreversible
Trajectory Type • Recurrence – the motion may be continuous or discontinuous
→ Acyclical – no repetition in trajectory of active tool or hand
→ Cyclical – there is repetition in trajectory of active tool or hand
• Prismatic – movement about a line, plane or surface.
→ 1 DOF – the tool’s movement is restricted to a line or single axis
→ 2 DOF – the tool’s movement is restricted to plane or two axes
→ 3 DOF – the tool’s movement is restricted to surface or three axes
• Revolute – movement about axes of rotation (change in its orientation)
→ 1 DOF – the object is rotated about a single axis
→ 2 DOF – the object’s movement is rotated about two axes or plane
→ 3 DOF – the object is freely rotated about all axes
Active Object
Descriptor
• Hand Only – active object is hand or gripper
• Hand and Tool – active object is combination of hand/gripper and
tool/utensil/etc.
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Figure 4.3. An illustration of the adapter used in the data collection in [1] (best viewed in colour).
The Patriot sensor (in blue) measures position and orientation, while the ATI Mini40 sensor (in
green) measures force and torque. They are aligned to the world frame (in purple) for analysis.
said manipulations. Using provided position and orientation data, which is available in data sets
such as DIM [1] we can ascertain the trajectory type for several motions in which there is an active
tool or object being manipulated.
To determine the prismatic trajectory type, we can use methods such as principal components
analysis (PCA) to find the number of axes (whichwould be transformed into principal components,
or PCs) that capture(s) the most variance of the trajectory. We considered that the number of DOF
for a motion is reflected by the number of PCs that would capture about 90% of variance. Motions
such as flipping with a turner are effectively 1D (and in minor cases 2D) motions because a single
PC captures about 90% of the variance of those trials. Mixing, beating and stirring (which are all
variations of the same motion) data confirm that the motion is 2D since the combination of the 1st
and 2nd PCsmet our requirements; this can be observed in the projection shown as Figure 4.4. One
can compare the derived PCs to the velocity (i.e. directional vectors between trajectory frames) to
also support whether motions exist within those dimensions using cosine similarity. Should the
velocity vectors align with the PCs, we would expect values closer to 0◦ or 180◦. In Figure 4.4b,
not only does the 3rd PC contribute very little in capturing the motion, but it is normal to velocity
(since the histogram shows a prevalence of vectors with cosine similarity peaking around 90◦).
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(a) Projection of trajectory via PCA (stirring)
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Cosine Similarity: Principal Components versus Velocity
(b) Cosine similarity: linear velocity versus PCs (stirring)
Figure 4.4. Example of how PCA can be applied to recorded position data to derive prismatic bits
of motion code for the ‘stir’ motion. In Figure 4.4a, the trajectory’s points lie on a plane, hence it
suggests that this is a 2D prismatic motion. In Figure 4.4b, which shows a histogram of the number
of velocity vectors and their similarity to each PC, it is further supported that the motion primarily
lies in PCs 1 and 2 (capturing ∼99% of variance). It can also be observed from the projection that
this trajectory shows recurrence since the motion is cyclical.
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(a) Degree of rotation about principal axes (loosen screw)
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(b) Cosine similarity: axis K vs. tool’s principal axes
Figure 4.5. Example of how the axis-angle representation can be used to identify revolute bits of
motion codes for the ‘loosen screw’ motion. In Figure 4.5a, we illustrate the change in rotation
about each axis with respect to the last frame’s orientation – suggesting significant rotation in the
y-axis –, and in Figure 4.5b, we compare each frame’s axis K to the tool’s principal axes. Figure
4.5b suggests rotation about the y-axis, hence making it a 1D revolute motion.
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To determine the revolute trajectory type, we can convert the position and orientation data to
rotation matrices and measure the amount of rotation about the principal axis of the active tool.
The axis-angle representation (which represents a frame as a vector K and an angle of rotation θ)
derived from rotation matrices can also be used to compute the angle of rotation based on θ. A
significant rotation about this principal axis suggests that there is at least one axis of rotation. In
Figure 4.5, we illustrate howwe can extract revolute properties for themotion of loosening a screw.
Given that the tool’s principal axes are defined as in Figure 4.3, we expect that the operation of a
screwdriver requires major rotation about the y-axis. This is supported by Figures 4.5a and 4.5b.
4.4.2 Experiment: Observing Similar Motions from Demonstration Data
In this section, we discuss our experiments using DIM to determine whether we can determine
similarity between motions based on demonstration data. In other words, we want to see whether
the motion clusters formed by translating motions to code (or if motions are paired close together
even if theydonot share the same code) are corroboratedby thedata. However, due to the limitation
of the force sensor in the data collection process for DIM, this data set does not havemanipulations
involving high force or torque, such as squeezing, mashing, or pressing. Furthermore, we did
not analyze non-contact motions (such as pouring or sprinkling/shaking) because there are no
interactive forces to measure between active and passive objects. It is for that reason we do not
have mappings to all motion clusters. Several motions were collected as multiple variations of
demonstrations, and so we try to combine all recordings in this data set. These experiments were
conducted and presented formally in [114].
4.4.2.1 Methodology
Using the force data from DIM, we created a representative model for each motion type using
GaussianMixtureModels (GMM). EachGMMrepresents a force distribution across space to derive
amotion description of amotion type, and they are built by combining the data points generated in
multiple trials of demonstrations. Tomeasure the similarity ofmotions using their individual force
distributions, we use the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence method [124]. The typical method for
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measuring KL divergence between two distributions is to use random sampling between different
points; however, this is a very intensive task for us to dowithGMMs, and sowe used the variational
approximation of KL divergence (as proposed in [125]) as the distance measure between a pair
of different motions. Originally, this metric is asymmetric and it is non-transitive (i.e. the KL
divergence value from A to B will not be the same as that from B to A). However, we can obtain a
symmetric result by taking the average of the divergence values obtained from the two sets of pairs
(i.e. we take the value from A to B and B to A and computing the average). Since we have multiple
recordings for certain motion types, we also computed the average of all KL divergence values
computed for each of those instances. This makes it easier to interpret the pairwise values we
obtain, which we present in a matrix form as Figure 4.6. The values obtained from KL divergence
are unbounded and non-negative, where the closer the value is to 0 (based on colour, the deeper
the shade of the blue), the more two distributions are considered to be alike; conversely, the larger
the value obtained from this calculation (based on colour, the lighter the shade of yellow), themore
dissimilar two manipulation motion types are from one another based on force readings. Matrix
values are symmetric, so we omitted the upper diagonal values.
4.4.2.2 Discussion
The main question we will be addressing in this section is: how well do our motion clusters
match real supporting data? We determine this by looking at how similar motions classified as
certain clusters match up to others that are also considered to be in the same cluster based on
force/torque readings. In Figure 4.6, we have certain activity pairs whosemotion labels agree with
our taxonomy such as: mashing to slicing, mashing to shaving, spreading to shaving, spreading to
mashing, peeling to shaving, and twisting for both directions. There are several motions which are
close to one another but differ to the clusters in Table 4.1 due to one or two attributes. Even though
brushing and shaving are considered different in the taxonomy, this is only due to the nature
of the tools; brushing is considered to be manipulator-deforming, while shaving is manipulatee-
deforming. The movement type and force application are expected to be similar aside from the
deformation type found in these tools, and therefore these motions can be considered to be similar.
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Figure 4.6.Matrix showing theKullback-Leibler divergence values computedusingDIM (originally
from [114]). We only show the lower diagonal since the computed matrix is symmetric (this image
is best viewed in colour).
Similarly, flipping and scooping are similar to one another because they are both prismatic and
revolute; however, flipping is considered as a rigid engagement motion, while scooping is an
admitting, soft engagement motion. Inserting/piercing is considered to be somewhat distant to
all other motions, with perhaps the closest to twisting, which does not match our expectations.
Other pairs which we expected to be similar but they did not have low KL divergence values
include peeling and scraping; conversely, motion pairs that were deemed similar but do not match
our taxonomy include flipping and mashing, flipping and shaving, stirring to slicing, stirring to
shaving, and stirring to spreading. Twisting open is found to be similar to many other motions
such as slicing and shaving which are not revolute but prismatic only motions. This illustrates
that these features should not be neglected when comparingmotion data. Since the KL divergence
only considers force readings, we neglect other factors which may give away unlikely matching
candidates, which are likely to be obtained from an analysis of motion trajectory data or video
analysis. This is why some similarities do not match with the intra-clustering of motions.
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4.4.3 Experiment: Comparing Motion Codes to Word2Vec
To show howmotion codes produce more ideal results in measuring distances betweenmotion
types, we show how motion vectors from Word2Vec, which are derived from natural language, is
not sufficient to represent manipulations in classification algorithms. We contrast this representa-
tion to another popular word embedding technique, Word2Vec [101], which creates a vectorized
representation of words directly from natural language, to show that it is not suitable for determin-
ing similarity betweenmotions. Word2Vec is a very popularmethod for representingwords or text
as multi-dimensional vectors for use in natural language processing tasks with neural networks.
Typically, each word is initialized as random vectors, whose distances are continuously adjusted
with respect to other word vectors. Words are related based on locality; that is to say, if one word
is frequently seen among neighbours of that word in source text, then its vector along with its
neighbouring words’ vectors will be closer to one another than other words in the vocabulary.
4.4.3.1 Methodology
To compare bothmotion codes andWord2Vec embeddings, we used dimension reduction with
PCA and then t-SNE [126] to visualize these word embeddings in 2D and to observe relative
distances between each word vector. With t-SNE, we used a perplexity value of 15; by using a
reasonable perplexity value, we control the extent towhichmotion vectors clusterwith one another.
Although certain motions will be assigned the same code, the t-SNE algorithm will position their
projected vectors in close yet non-overlapping positions; similar motions would be clustered near
each other since t-SNE preserves local neighbours while keeping dissimilar motions far from each
other. In Figures 4.7a, and 4.7b and 4.7c, we see the relationship betweenmotions based onmotion
codes, while in Figures 4.7d, 4.7e and 4.7f, we see the 2-dimensional projection of motions based
on pre-trained Word2Vec models from Concept-Net [127], Google News and Wikipedia [128].
Distances in t-SNE for Word2Vec vectors were measured using the cosine similarity metric; with
motion codes, we used the regular Hamming metric (Figure 4.7c and a weighted variation that
we defined ourselves. Using a weighted approach allows us to emphasize dissimilarity based on
key motion taxonomy attributes rather than the regular Hamming metric, which measures the
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degree of dissimilarity among bits with no considerations for their meanings. We illustrate the
difference between two variations of distances for t-SNE as Figures 4.7a and 4.7a respectively. In
Figure 4.7a, a higher weight is assigned when two motion code vectors are different in interaction
type (contact), while Figure 4.7b places more emphasis on motion trajectory type. We defined two
weighted values α and β, where α is set to 5 and β is set to 2. α was used as the penalty when two
motions are of different interaction type (i.e. contact versus non-contact), reflected by the 1st most
significant bit (MSB) or if two motions are of different trajectory types (7th to 10th MSB). β is used
as a secondary penalty among similar contact interaction codes with differing sub-attributes (2nd
to 5th MSB); it wass also used as penalty for recurrence (6th MSB) and manual operation (11th
MSB). All other combinations were measured normally with a penalty of 1.
Word vectors are associated with single words, so vectors of functional variants of labels that
we have listed in Table 4.1 cannot be found directly. For instance, the labels ‘mix’ and ‘mix (liquid)’
are different based on the permanence of deformation. Some motions were substituted with other
words, such as ‘pick-and-place’ to ‘move’.
4.4.3.2 Discussion
As seen in the t-SNE plots presented as Figure 4.7, using motion codes for embedding will
result in the placement of functionally similar motions (i.e. those that are close in Table 4.1)
close to one another in a different way to Word2Vec embeddings. Motion codes end up naturally
clustering motions of similar attributes while distancing those that are functionally different as
other clusters. Using a weighted approach rather than the regular Hamming distance between
motion codes preserves neighbours better. The major disadvantage of using Word2Vec vectors is
that we are unable to represent or capture multiple senses or meanings for a single word label.
Furthermore, there is no way of discerning between different forms of a word such as parts of
speech. For instance, in Figures 4.7e to 4.7f, ‘pour’ is placed closest to the word ‘tap’; since the
word ‘tap’ in the English language can either be a verb or noun, the word is perhaps understood
in the context of the noun. This would probably make more sense since water usually flows or
pours out of the tap. However, when considering the manipulation in a mechanical sense, it does
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(a) Motion Codes (Contact) (b) Motion Codes (Trajectory)
(c) Motion Codes (Regular Hamming) (d) Concept-Net
(e) Google News (f) Wikipedia 2018
Figure 4.7. Graphs showing the 2D projection of vectors as a result of t-SNE from: a) motion
codes with higher weight on contact features, b) motion codes with higher weight on trajectory
features, c) motion codes with regular Hamming distance, and Word2Vec embeddings from d)
Concept-Net, e) Google News, and f) Wikipedia 2018. We highlight certain examples of motions
that do not share mechanical equivalences in d) - f) with red circles (best viewed in colour).
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not match our expectation since their functional attributes are different, where ‘tap’ is considered
as contact and prismatic and ‘pour’ is non-contact and revolute. Instead, using motion codes, if
we prioritize trajectory type (Figure 4.7b, the label ‘pour’ is placed to other revolute-only motions
such as ‘twist’, and ‘fasten (screw, nut)’ (although being a cyclical motion); if we prioritize contact
interaction type (Figure 4.7a, the label ‘pour’was placed closest to the label ‘sprinkle’ since it is also
non-contact while being placed further away from contact engagement motions. Other Word2Vec
results that do not match functionality (which we highlight with red ellipses) include ‘beat’ and
‘sweep’ (Figures 4.7d and 4.7f), ‘stir’ and ‘sprinkle’, and ‘mash’ and ‘mix’. Other than the highlighted
motion pairs, Word2Vec embedding generally captured the connection between certain labels such
as ‘cut’, ‘slice’, and ‘chop’ since these are synonymous to one another.
Another shortcoming of Word2Vec embeddings is that we are unable to effectively compare
functional variants of motion types, which was the reason behind us simplifying labels to single
words. However, this leads to ambiguity in motion labels since we cannot be very descriptive
using one word. For example, the motion labels ‘open door’ and ‘open jar’ were simplified to a
single word vector for the label ‘open’, but the sense of opening can differ depending on the object
we are manipulating. With the two separations ‘open door’ and ‘open jar’, although they serve
a similar purpose, the way the motion is executed is different (mainly prismatic versus revolute
trajectories), and thesemechanics should be considered in evaluating differences betweenmotions.
Other labels that also resulted in this include ‘squeeze’ (both elastic and rigid), ‘mix’ (liquid and
non-liquid) and ‘press’ (unimanual and bimanual). Withmotion codes, sincewe only viewmotions
from themechanical perspective of robotic manipulation, we avoid issues in ambiguity from using
natural language. Suggesting labels can be as easy as identifying specific traits and identifying
a label that is closest to existing instances. The representation of manipulations in an attribute
space can be likened to the idea behind zero-shot learning (ZSL); just as in ZSL, even if we do not
know the human labels for certain class instances, motion codes capture attributes that intrinsically
represents such classes. Motion codes can also facilitate learning unknown manipulations if we
already know how to execute other manipulations with similar codes.
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4.5 Future Work and Ideas Yet Explored
Themotion taxonomywas proposed for the consolidation of motion aliases to thus resolve am-
biguity from using natural language labels and for representing motions with respect to attributes
or characteristics of motions. To derive motion codes for manipulations seen in demonstration
videos, we would need to develop specialized classifiers (such as neural networks) to identify
subsets of characteristics and output substrings, which can then be concatenated together to build
the entire code. The use of motion codes is akin to zero-shot learning approaches, where existing
labels can be used as reference to label unseen or unknown instances. However, this itself is an on-
going research problem, where we aim to evaluate the performance of taxonomical motion codes
in video understanding and activity recognition tasks when compared to state-of-the-art methods
that may or may not consider label embeddings when training these models. Additionally, once
we have investigated the usefulness of this taxonomy, we will incorporate motion codes as labels
in our FOON representation.
4.5.1 Considering Other Features for Motion Codes
Presently, our group is investigating how efficient motion codes are for the purpose of motion
classification. The challenge there first lies in the development of an effective way to generate
motion codes directly from videos of manipulation demonstrations, such as cooking or assembly
videos. The motion taxonomy is not limited to the features proposed in this chapter, since there
may be certain features that could not be useful depending on the context or situation or there
may be no way of acquiring select features. For instance, motion trajectory attributes may be
challenging to get – especially in the case of videos that are recorded in 2D. We may not have this
problem if we have tools that can be used to record the trajectory of demonstrators. Additionally,
we may consider other important manipulation cues or indicators such as grasp types, which can
be obtained from using grasp taxonomies as introduced in the beginning of this chapter. We could
possibly explore the area of contact mechanics to further define or describe contact between active
and passive objects. In addition, we could identify classes of tools or objects as well which can
further divide certain motion code classes that may need to be segregated.
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4.5.2 Using Motion Codes in FOON
As stated before, one primary purpose of the taxonomy is to translate motion labels into a
common language – a machine-level language understood by robots – for the goal of creating
functional units to expand FOON from other sources of manipulation data. Motion codes can be
used in place of motion node labels as we havemanually defined in FOON;we can simply generate
motion codes from the videos obtained in data sets or on the internet. This would greatly reduce
the complexity of annotation, as there are many state-of-the-art classifiers for object recognition
that can be coupled with a motion code generator to create FOON subgraphs. We can also use
annotated data from other sources such as EPIC-KITCHENS [109] and MPII Cooking Activities
Dataset [113] and avoid trying to translate their language to our FOON language and labels.
4.5.3 Motion Generation from Motion Codes as Blueprint
Another important question that needs to be addressed in the future is how motion codes can
be used for motion generation. We have yet to determine the extent to which they apply to motion
generation beyond simply describing how the manipulation should be carried out or executed
by a robot replicating the manipulation, as a motion planner would require less abstraction to
determine how a motion should be done. In the current state of motion codes, we can only use it
as meta-data, since it would indicate what we should expect when a manipulation is carried out
on certain objects, which would also be indicative of the type of material they are made of. Using
demonstration data like DIM allows us to extract other details such as range of motion for each
dimension, which could be a very important hint to generating motions.
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Chapter 5: Task Planning through Knowledge Retrieval
One of the main purposes of FOON is to equip robots with the knowledge they need to solve
manipulation problems in the household. Knowledge is retrieved from FOON through the process
of task tree retrieval, where a task tree is a subgraph with the series of steps it needs to execute to
solve the problem. The task tree has the potential to be entirely novel since a FOONwill comprise
of knowledge spanning many demonstrations; in other words, a robot can draw from multiple
sources of knowledge to execute an entirely unique sequence of actions for a given activity. Given
a desired goal (presented to the robot) and a set of available objects in the kitchen, formally, there
are two steps in generating and executing manipulations from the FOON: 1) retrieving a task tree
from the universal FOON, and 2) generating the motions needed to accomplish the task. This
algorithm draws ideas from combination of the breadth-first search (BFS) and depth-first search
(DFS) algorithms as a specialized application of the branch-and-bound algorithm.
5.1 Introduction to Task Tree Retrieval
As input to the algorithm, a goal node NGoal is identified and given to the robot as a desired
target or product; this node must exist in the universal FOON. Additionally, the robot needs to
know about what objects exist in its environment, which is presented as a list K. Initially, the task
treeT will be empty; through task tree retrieval, T will be populatedwith a series of functional units
that ultimately results in NGoal . The searching algorithm is driven by three important structures:
the list of kitchen items (denoted as K), a list of items we do not know how to make (denoted as
S),and a list of candidate functional units that produce nodes removed from S (denoted as C). To
preserve the order in which we explore nodes, it is best to use a queue data structure for S. We
This chapter was partially published in [2]. Permission is included in Appendix B.
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begin by adding NGoal to S since we initially do not know how (and if) the robot can make that
object. We then dequeue the head of the queue, which we denote as H, and search the universal
FOON GFOON for all procedures that create it (i.e. functional units whose output object nodes
contain H); we would add these units to C. Once we have identified all possible candidate units,
we then proceed to selecting the ideal unit to add to our final task tree T. The ideal candidate unit
FUcandidate is that which we can execute in its entirety, meaning that we have all the required input
object nodes in K. If all input objects in NInput for a given unit are present in K, we can add this
unit to T andmark H as seen and “solveable”. However, if there are no functional units that can be
executed fully due to missing objects, then for all candidate units, we add those items from NInput
to the queue S so that we can determine how we can make them. These objects added to S can be
considered as subgoals that need to be solved in order to solve the main goal.
At this point, we move to the next iteration of the algorithm by removing the proceeding head
in S and then repeat the search for candidate units that contain H in NOutput . The search continues
as long as there are items remaining in the queue S – in particular, NGoal . We will know that a
task tree sequence is found when NGoal has been marked as being “solveable", i.e. when NGoal
eventually gets added to K. If there are no possible solutions for NGoal using the present K, then
we would keep encountering the same objects over and over again and the queue’s size remains
constant. In this case, the search would have to be repeated with the missing objects needed to
solve the problem, or the robot would need to be taught alternative ways of solving the problem.
5.1.1 Analysis on Task Tree Retrieval Algorithm
Given that the algorithm depends on an input set of objects available to the robot in its environ-
ment (i.e. the list of kitchen items K), this allows us to find a solution that suits the current setting.
If we were to simply consider the number of possible unique paths (which is what we explore
in Chapter 7), this would significantly worsen the time complexity, and so this trade-off must be
made to find a solution in real-time. The task tree retrieval algorithm is also akin to the reacha-
bility problem in Petri Nets. These problems themselves are polynomial in complexity. However,
by including the list of kitchen items K, we reduce the complexity of this solution as a greedy
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Algorithm 2: Task tree retrieval from universal FOON (greedy approach)
1: {As input, we provide the goal node and list of initial kitchen items: }
2: Let NGoal be the target goal node and K be list of objects found in kitchen
3: Let S be queue of objects to search, T be final task tree, H be head of S, C be list of
candidate functional units whose output nodes contain H
4: Check if node NGoal exists in GFOON
5: Add NGoal to S
6: {The search iterates until the goal node is present in the kitchen: }
7: while NGoal not in K do
8: Dequeue H from S
9: {We search for all functional units whose outputs contain head of queue: }
10: for all functional units FUi in GFOON do
11: if H in NOutput of FUi then
12: {Add to list of candidate units: }
13: Add FUi to candidates list C
14: end if
15: end for
16: {Find ideal candidate unit (whose input objects are ALL in kitchen, if possible): }
17: for all functional units FUcandidate in C do
18: for all nodes N in NInput in FUi do
19: Let count = 0
20: if N not in K then
21: {Items not found in kitchen must be added as subgoals to the queue: }
22: Add N to queue S
23: else
24: {Variable ‘count’ is used to tally the number of input objects that are
present in the kitchen: }
25: count += 1
26: end if
27: end for
28: {If we found all input objects in the kitchen (i.e. ‘count’ is equal to the number of
input nodes), then we add functional unit to the final tree: }
29: if count == |NInput | then
30: Add FUcandidate to T
31: C = 
32: end if
33: end for
34: end while
35: return T if T , 
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algorithm, since we will favour functional units that immediately meet the requirements we have.
Therefore, if we consider that a solution can be found, then the complexity would be O(|E | · |P |),
where |E | is the number of edges (or functional units in this case) based on the number of units
in a path P (bounded by the maximum length of a path or diameter of the graph). However, if a
solution does not exist, this means that there are certain inputs that are needed but missing from
the environment. To prevent this algorithm from executing infinitely, we terminate the search
if the queue of items to search S does not increase nor decrease in size for a certain number of
iterations of the algorithm.
5.1.2 Example of Task Tree Retrieval
We illustrate an example of task tree retrieval using the example FOON shown in Figure 5.1. We
use the same merged subgraph from Chapter 2 to obtain a task tree, which is shown as Figure 5.2.
Here, the objective is to determine how to cut an orange into divided halves (highlighted in purple)
given a set of objects observed in the scene (highlighted in blue). With respect to Algorithm 2, the
purple node would be NGoal and the blue nodes would be added to K. Upon the first iteration
of the searching algorithm, we can observe that there are three inputs needed to output the goal
node. However, we only have one of those items in our environment, i.e. the knife object. The
other two nodes are then added to the queue S along with the original goal node since we did
not satisfy its requirements as yet; these subgoal nodes are shown in orange. However, upon the
next few iterations, we then see that the required objects are in the kitchen, and so we derive the
task tree in Figure 5.2. When executing the final task tree, the robot can begin task execution by
manipulating these blue nodes to incrementally work towards the goal node; in other words, these
nodes can be viewed as root nodes as found in basic tree structures, except that trees typically do
not have multiple roots. The path we take is entirely dependent on the availability of the objects
in the robot’s environment.
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Figure 5.1. Using this subgraph describing the preparation of orange juice, a robot can derive the
knowledge of cutting oranges (node in purple) using available objects in its surroundings (nodes
in blue).
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Figure 5.2. Task tree showing the steps needed to prepare halved oranges (highlighted in purple)
using available objects (nodes in blue) using knowledge from Figure 5.1’s subgraph.
5.1.3 Novelty of Task Tree Retrieval
The ability to merge and combine knowledge into a single universal FOONmakes our network
very powerful and useful for solving awide array of problems. Within a universal FOON liesmany
possible task trees for different scenarios and variations of tools or ingredients. We can uncover
entirely novel ways of executing tasks, as there may be several ways of creating a particular meal
or preparing an intermediary item. Our task sequences therefore are not necessary to follow an
entire procedure from a single video source. For example, there are many ways to prepare a sauce
for meat, and by using the knowledge on how to prepare sauces with a variety of ingredients, we
can compensate for the unavailability of certain items needed if we instead followed one recipe.
Similarly, we can prepare meals using other items as substitutes for main ingredients that are used
in the conventional recipes; this idea is further explored in Chapter 6. The novelty not only comes
from the possibility of different task sequences but also in the flexibility in how we prepare meals.
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5.1.4 Modifying the Task Tree Retrieval
The task tree retrieval algorithm as it is presented can be considered as a greedy approach,
since we select the first functional unit whose requirements we meet for each node H. However,
this searching procedure can also be adjusted to make use of weights, which act as heuristics and
constraints on the creation of a task tree, to result in an optimal search. These heuristics can be a
cost value that is associated with each motion node, influencing the selection of functional units
which are added to T. In Chapter 7, we explore the addition of weights that reflect the difficulty
in a robot performing a specific task, which is reflected by its corresponding motion node. We
discuss further modifications that can be made to the algorithm in Section 5.2.
5.1.5 Motion Generation
Once we have found a suitable task tree, the robot can then use it to generate a task sequence
that contains a series of motions, objects, and their states, which provides step-by-step commands
executable by a robot. After a functional unit in the task tree is provided and the involved objects
are identified in an environment, a new trajectory of the motion needs to be generated using
the locations of those objects as constraints. A new trajectory can be generated using techniques
such as motion harmonics [129]. More recently, methods such as recurrent neural networks
(RNN) can perform exceptionally well for motion generation; for instance, in [130], Huang et al.
developed a model that pours liquid with very minimal error when compared to other research
works. Interested readers are recommended to refer to the publications bymy colleagueYongqiang
Huang for related work on motion generation.
5.2 Future Work and Ideas Yet Explored
In this section, we will be addressing certain tricks or modifications that can be added to
improve the run-time and performance of the task tree retrieval algorithm. Certain modifications
should also be made to account for the task execution phase that follows the task tree retrieval
phase (task planning).
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5.2.1 Speeding Up Task Tree Retrieval
Naively, the algorithm requires iteration among all functional units in a universal FOON to
identify candidate functional units to be added to the final task tree. To save some time in searching,
one can use dictionaries or dictionary-like structures that can map output object nodes for each
functional unit to its corresponding functional unit(s). Although this will require more space
(as the time taken to build these dictionaries at run-time may be significantly long), if a robot’s
universal FOON does not get updated frequently, a structure like this would help to speed up
the searching process. In the code described in Appendix A, these dictionaries are used and
implemented for the searching procedure. We describe how these dictionaries are built when the
code is executed in Appendix A.
One shortcoming to the algorithm is that in finding a solution to a specific object, we end up
adding several new object nodes to the queue of items that have yet to be marked as ‘solveable’.
Because of this, even though we may have found a way to make a particular item, there may be
existing subgoals remaining on the queue S that end up being added to the final task tree. This is
common when we have a very large list of kitchen or environment objects since we may be able
to satisfy a large number of requirements. We end up adding functional units that are no longer
relevant or needed to be executed. To remove persisting subgoal objects whose dependant goal
node has been solved, we can add an extra list structure that removes all subgoals of a node H
when we have added H to the list of kitchen items K.
5.2.2 References to Source Recipe
As mentioned in Chapter 2, FOON presently lacks information about portions or quantities,
which would be necessary when accounting for serving sizes or party sizes (of people). After
deriving a task tree, there should be some way of referencing the original recipe from which a
functional unit was obtained in order to get an idea of the ratio between the ingredients for a typical
serving of a meal. This may be easier to handle when dealing with higher levels of hierarchy, as it
would be more unlikely to deal with overlapping units.
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5.2.3 Handling Unseen Cases of Items
There is aduality that existswith auniversal FOON:althoughwehave thepowerof representing
several demonstrations as a single large network, we are still limited to what is found in the
universal FOON. A robot will be limited to the knowledge that has been annotated and a robot
can potentially fail to perform tasks because of a lack of flexibility or novelty in its task trees. A
human would be able to improvise by applying what the person knows to still find a solution to
a problem. This intuition of improvisation leads us to the developments of the following chapter.
However, without this development, it would require researchers or developers to ensure that a
universal FOON is as complete as possible, where there are no gaps of information.
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Chapter 6: Generalizing Knowledge in FOON
As discussed in the prior chapter, the power of a universal FOON lies in the novelty of task
tree solutions that can be found using task tree retrieval. However, with our present methodology,
learning new actions or tasks as FOON graphs requires annotating additional video demonstra-
tions by hand and merging their subgraphs with the universal FOON, which for us is a very
time-intensive process. Hence, the solutions we can acquire from FOON in task planning is lim-
ited to what we have in FOON. To create graphs automatically is inherently a difficult problem
due to the major challenge in recognizing object states and motions in 2D videos from the Internet
without additional modalities of information. Although we have shown how FOON can be used
for video understanding in [102], it is still a challenge to acquire accurate and complete annotations.
In prior work [103], we investigated a means of creating useful knowledge in FOON without
having to annotate new videos. We introduced two methods of generalization of knowledge
contained in FOON: expansion and compression. These twomethods use the idea of object similarity
to decide upon what knowledge can be extended to other objects, especially those not present in
FOON. The intuition behind object similarity is as follows: if we know how tomanipulate a certain
set of objects, then we can also manipulate those which are similar to it. From another point-
of-view, if we do not have a specific object, we can use items which are similar to it to complete
the task. Therefore, if we were unable to find a solution using the task tree retrieval algorithm of
Chapter 5, which is due tomissing information pertinent to the current scenario, we could possibly
find other objects that can substitute those that have not been found in the environment.
In this chapter, we shall discuss the details of each method as it pertains to the generalization
of knowledge in FOON and discuss results of knowledge retrieval using such approaches.
This chapter was partially published in [103]. Permission is included in Appendix B.
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6.1 The Concept of Object Similarity
The idea behind the proposed generalization methods is based upon the concept of semantic
similarity. We have explored the use of semantic similarity to measure relatedness between objects
we know how to manipulate in FOON and those for which we are missing knowledge about in
FOON. This method can be beneficial for filling in gaps of knowledge. For instance, one issue
we have observed in our initial version of FOON is that we will miss out on very basic steps (or
functional units) because of missing information in source videos. For example, in a given activity,
we may observe onions in the “chopped” state in a bowl, but we never see how we can obtain this
specific state. As we know, onions are naturally not found in this state, but we may expect that
we can obtain “chopped" onion by executing the “chop” action with a knife object on a “whole” and
“peeled” onion. If a robot only detects “whole” onions in its environment, then it will be unable to
complete a task that requires “chopped” onions. However, if a robot using FOON knows how to
chop something similar in function or make to onions (such as turnips or scallions), then we can
theoretically perform the same manipulation with onions.
6.2 FOON Expansion
Using the intuition of object similarity, we can create new knowledge (i.e. creating new
functional units) by using what we have collected as reference for new objects. The expansion
algorithm for creating a larger FOON involves copying functional units which already exist and
creating new units with similar objects. An example of how expansion can be used is shown as
Figure 6.1. This will be done for every combination of objects which are similar to one another.
We refer to an expanded FOON as FOON-EXP.
6.2.1 Creating a FOON-EXP
Determining object similarity requires that we can compute relatedness between a pair of
objects. This either requires that we define our own criteria for similarity or we use a knowledge
base from which we can measure distances between terms. In [103], we used WordNet [86],
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which is a lexical knowledge base for the English language that organizes words in synsets, which
are sets of synonyms and words that are related to one another. Using WordNet, we calculate
similarity of two objects using the Wu-Palmer metric [131] available to researchers in the NLTK
package [132]. This metric produces a similarity score from 0 to 1, where 1 indicates that two
items are conceptually equal. Recently, we have also included Concept-Net [127], a semantic
network that represents concepts as nodes and assertions or relations between such concepts, to
our code for measuring similarity between words. Through a web API, we can query Concept-Net
for measurement values, and we can also use word embeddings derived from Concept-Net for
measuring similarity. Because the web API is limited in the amount of queries it can handle at a
time, we instead use the word embedding method. In FOON expansion, we try to measure values
for all object labels from either WordNet or Concept-Net. Although WordNet and Concept-Net
are both remarkably impressive databases, they still have their shortcomings due to the lack of
certain terms and categories that we seldomly encounter in cooking videos. There are also some
objects which are not found (such as “corn starch”, “muffin pan” and “protein powder”), which could
be alleviatedmanually with user-defined values. We found that Concept-Net contains more object
instances, but it does not completely span all possibilities we have predefined. However, for the
sake of this work, we ignore those labels that do not exist by assigning similarity values of 0 to
object pairs that include any of these missing labels. To work around this, manual assignment of
similarity values may be required.
When performing expansion, we would need to define a similarity threshold value as a basis
for determining when two concepts are alike; in [103], we used a threshold value of 0.89 since it
produced an expanded network that is easy to manage. Even a minutely lower threshold of 0.88
would result in an exponentially larger FOON, much larger than what we are using in this paper,
at the cost of requiring more time and resources to complete the expansion process. In Tables
6.1 and 6.2, we outline the statistics of an expanded FOON-100 for different threshold values to
support the previous statement. For the experiments done in the remainder of this dissertation,
we use two versions of FOON-EXP (both WordNet and Concept-Net) using a threshold of 0.9.
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(a) FOON before expansion
(b) FOON after expansion (extending kale to lettuce)
Figure 6.1. An example of how expansion can fill in gaps of knowledge. Here, we wish to make a
salad (node in dark green) using lettuce and other items in the environment (in blue); initially, we
only have knowledge on making salads with kale (Figure 6.1a). Using object similarity, we learn
that kale and lettuce are similar, as they are both leafy vegetables. We create the knowledge of
chopping lettuce and adding it to a bowl with other ingredients to make a salad (Figure 6.1b).
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Table 6.1. Statistics of expanded universal FOONs (FOON-EXP) for FOON-100. We show statistics
based on varying threshold values using WordNet.
Threshold Hierarchy Level # of Object Nodes # of Motion Nodes Total Nodes
0.9
Level 1 473 9372 9683
Level 2 3723 10691 14319
Level 3 15282 16724 31996
0.87
Level 1 511 21589 22100
Level 2 7561 25315 32876
Level 3 41683 46723 88356
0.85
Level 1 526 28602 28917
Level 2 8656 33337 42095
Level 3 50562 58385 108851
6.3 FOON Compression
Instead of abstracting the objects using hierarchies, we can go further by abstracting objects
to another hierarchy level: a categorical classification of objects. In this approach, we are not
concerned about specific objects but instead we focus on how archetypes of objects (referred to as
object categories) are characteristically used and manipulated in cooking. For example, fruits share
a common trait in having seeds, and so we will cut most of them expecting the seed(s) to be in the
centre; therefore, we can represent the act of cutting a fruit with a single functional unit as opposed
to several units for each fruit type. This method can be seen as the opposite of FOON expansion,
where we create new units for all objects and their similar labels. For the purpose of discussion, we
will refer to the compressed version of our universal FOON as FOON-GEN. Through this means
of generalization, we avoid the network “blowing up” from a drastic increase in size as a result
of adding new functional units. However, a major requirement is predefining object categories
for classification. One can use lexical databases such as WordNet or Concept-Net to assign object
labels to categories providing that they do contain definitions for both object labels and categories.
6.3.1 Creating a FOON-GEN
We compressed our universal FOON such that object labels fall under one category, several
categories, or possibly no categories if they are too unique an object; however, in our revised
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Table 6.2. Statistics of expanded universal FOONs (FOON-EXP) for FOON-100. We show statistics
based on varying threshold values using Concept-Net.
Threshold Hierarchy Level # of Object Nodes # of Motion Nodes Total Nodes
0.9
Level 1 434 2357 2791
Level 2 2207 2532 4739
Level 3 4728 3242 7970
0.85
Level 1 438 2644 3082
Level 2 2357 2853 5210
Level 3 5499 3997 9496
0.8
Level 1 442 3281 3723
Level 2 2722 3597 6319
Level 3 7450 5999 13449
0.75
Level 1 457 5155 5463
Level 2 3533 5653 9073
Level 3 12891 11427 24256
experiments, we ensure that objects can only belong to one category or no category. Initially,
we defined a list of 56 categories [103]; we increased this to 57 categories, where we revised the
label names and the objects that fall under each. These categories include spices, open containers,
condiments, vegetables (and further classification as leafy vegetables or root vegetables), cutlery, and
eating utensils. These categories have been defined in terms of functionality, but we can still
account for other features such as shape and texture. We filled each category using WordNet and
then we corrected them manually by allocating and grouping items ourselves. This is because
WordNet lacks certain concepts as we have in our list of items, or more commonly, items were
found and misclassified, even through there was a similarity of object and category found.
With the object-category index mapping all possible object labels to 57 categories, we can
then construct a FOON labelled in terms of categories. The procedure to create a FOON-GEN
using categories is a simple process: we iterate through all of the functional units and we search
for all objects that belong to a specific category for all categories. Once we find these objects,
we can simply replace them with the category and then append these new units to a separate
list. Therefore, these functional units do not refer to a specific object but instead it will use the
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generalized concept of an object (once an item has a mapping to the list of categories). An example
of how FOON compression works is shown as Figure 6.2.
The version of FOON-GEN created from FOON-65 is a Level 2 FOON, and it has a total of 1643
nodes comprising of 822 object-category nodes and 821 motion nodes. The version of FOON-GEN
created from FOON-100 is a Level 2 FOON, and it has a total of 1643 nodes comprising of 822
object-category nodes and 821 motion nodes. This is a smaller fraction of the number of functional
units featured in our universal FOON and its FOON-EXP version. A smaller graph would allow
for faster searching times so we expect that FOON-GEN would perform well in task tree retrieval.
6.4 Evaluating the Usefulness of FOON Expansion and Compression
Having established and defined the concepts of expansion and compression, we justify the
usefulness of our approaches and explorewhether they show an improvement in solving unknown
problems. In [103], using FOON-65, we hypothesized that our compression method, which uses
categories for generalization, will outperform an expanded FOON and a regular universal FOON.
6.4.1 Methodology
Our experiments were conducted as follows: during a series of 10 trials, we randomly select
50 goal nodes as target products and we attempt to find a task tree that produces each of these
goals. The network with the most successes (defined as the tally of objects for which a task tree
was found out of the total number of goal nodes) will indicate the best of the three methods. These
goal nodes are those which are not in its basic state, i.e. it must be the output of a functional unit.
In this way we do not consider items which we may be searching for which are already in our
kitchen. In each trial, we simulate different kitchen environments by randomly selecting a subset
of ingredients/utensils out of a pool of kitchen items since our knowledge retrieval algorithm
requires a list of items in the environment. In [103], the kitchen object pool contained 224 object
nodes. We will be measuring each trial by the average time taken for task tree retrieval in addition
to the number of objects successfully found. An object with no task tree found within a certain
period of time (or in our case, a certain number of iterations) is considered as unsolvable and has
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(a) FOON before compression
(b) FOON after compression
Figure 6.2. An example of how generalization through compression works on a subgraph. Here,
we wish to make a salad (node in dark green) using lettuce and other items in the environment
(in blue); initially, we only have knowledge on making salads with kale (Figure 6.2a). Using object
similarity, we learn that kale and lettuce are similar, as they are both leafy vegetables. We create
the knowledge of chopping lettuce and adding it to a bowl with other ingredients to make a salad
(Figure 6.2b).
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Table 6.3. Statistics of FOON-EXP used in our experiments on FOON-65 (threshold of 0.89).
Hierarchy Level # of Object Nodes # of Motion Nodes
Level 1 232 3528
Level 2 1996 5493
Level 3 5306 6942
no existing solution. This is important when considering obtaining task tree sequences in real-time
as needed by robots.
6.4.2 Results for FOON-65
In [103], using the previously described methodology, we ran the experiments while recording
average running times (shown in Table 6.4) while noting the number of objects we successfully
found task trees for out of a possible 50 object goal nodes (shown in Table 6.5) using FOON-65.
For time complexity considerations, these experiments were run on a machine with an Intel Core
i7-6500U processor (with speeds up to 3.1GHz) and 12 GBs of RAM. These results showed that
FOON-GEN performs much better than the other networks, as we were able to find at least 68%
of all object goal nodes all while using only a subset of kitchen ingredients and utensils. FOON-
GEN also provided for the fastest searches on average, validating that a network of smaller size
would require less time to search. Therefore, a generalized representation using compression
would be ideal for solving problems in real-time. The FOON-EXP network also does fairly well
when compared to the regular network, as in most instances it outperforms the regular network.
Theoretically, FOON-EXP should allow for at least as many as the original FOON-REG network, as
FOON-REG is a subset of the expanded network. However, the expansion dramatically increased
the number of functional units in the network, resulting inmuch deeper searches that requiremore
time to explore to ultimately find a task tree. In trial 9, we observed that FOON-REG outperformed
FOON-EXP, as we found task trees for 6 more objects than the latter.
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Table 6.4. Average running times over all trials of random searches with an unexpanded network
(REG), an expanded network using object similarity (EXP), and a generalized network with cat-
egories (GEN). Underlined is the lowest average time, which was observed in task tree retrievals
using FOON-GEN.
FOON Selected Average Time Over Trials (ms)
REG 2240.2
EXP 18690.9
GEN 837.7
Table 6.5. Results of random-search experiment with an unexpanded network (REG), an expanded
network using object similarity (EXP), and a generalized network (GEN).
FOON Selected Trials for Experiment#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10
REG 22 18 4 30 1 2 19 13 28 22
EXP 28 20 15 33 7 10 26 15 22 23
GEN 39 41 39 42 42 39 43 44 35 36
6.5 Limitations of FOON-GEN and FOON-EXP
The drawback to using an expanded network like FOON-EXP is that it does not perform
significantly better than FOON-REG, which is primarily observed in the case with FOON-65. This
is due to the addition of unusable functional units being created that do not accurately reflect the
reality of how certain items can be used. However, by adding more functional units, we require a
deeper and lengthier search (as suggested by the great difference in average search times in Table
6.4). A generalized approach like FOON-GEN alleviates this issue with fewer nodes for faster
search times.
Wehave shown that a generalized FOONallows formore successful searches, aswe alleviate the
issue where expansion does not create the necessary functional units to solve a problem. However,
despite this fact, certain issues remain when it comes to mapping these generalized task trees
to the robot’s planning of action. As we mentioned before, this representation is only symbolic
at this point, and so we need to develop a means of mapping this knowledge to a manipulation
planning system. It would then be a challenge to determine if a set of objects can be used to solve
the problem or not. For example, can we use scissors in place of a knife if that’s the only “cutter”
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object available? How do we plan around those sort of situations? Such considerations would
need to be addressed with a less general FOON.
6.6 Future Work and Ideas Yet Explored
Here, wewill address future work associatedwith the techniques discussed in this chapter that
rely on semantic similarity measurement.
6.6.1 Using Semantic Similarity in Real-World Scenarios
The experiments discussed in this dissertation were those from our work in [103]. We have
yet to repeat the experiments with our latest version of FOON, FOON-100, due to time constraints
and the need for further revision of object and state labels used. We plan to publish updated
results in a future publication. It is also important for us to establish a proof-of-concept detailing
how semantic similarity will be used by a real robot, as we need to identify how generalized task
trees can be degeneralized to exact object instances found in the environment. We would also
need to manage scalability issues that results from expansion; perhaps, it may be best to keep both
expanded and compressed versions linked in such a way that we can preserve valid knowledge.
6.6.2 FOON-EXP: Handling Errors from Lexical Databases
Using semantic similarity to determine what functional units can be extended to apply to
other objects not in FOON (or to add new ways of manipulating or using existing objects as
functional units) can potentially allowus to learn new conceptswithoutworrying about annotating
videos. However, measuring semantic similarity can only be effective with a suitable source of
information or knowledge base from which we can calculate the degree of similarity between
object labels. Although WordNet [86] is a very extensive knowledge base (with concepts that
span to the arguably more popular ImageNet [87]), the structure of labels do not particularly
reflect functionality of objects, and as such, the metrics may unexpectedly insinuate relatedness
between objects that are not similar at all. For instance, objects honey and sugar may be similar
and interchangeable in cooking scenarios, but they cannot share the same states (e.g. sugar can
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be granulated but honey cannot). One way of circumventing this is rather than calculating object
semantic similarity between all object labels listed in a FOON’s index, we can narrow our search
to a subset of labels to reduce the amount of incorrect data. Nevertheless, it would still be better
to use a knowledge base that is built with functionality in mind, perhaps like affordances, which
requires time to define if we do so from scratch.
In addition, in previous experiments from [103], we did not identify just how many of the task
trees made any sense. Unfortunately, we would still need to rely on verification done by humans
to verify that they make sense or apply to the target node. As explored in [102], we can use
Concept-Net [127] (or WordNet and any other lexical knowledge base) to suggest what states are
valid for similar object pairs, i.e. to identify which state labels are semantically relevant to objects.
We also need to decide on how objects are correctly degeneralized (or, in other words, taking each
object category and assigning it to a specific object that is in the environment and that falls under
said categories) to kitchen object instances in the task execution phase.
6.6.3 FOON-GEN: Further Exploring FOON Compression
The compression of a universal FOON as FOON-GEN proved to generate more task trees
in our experiments. However, in order to ensure correct or valid task trees, appropriate object
categories need to be defined. However, fine-grained categories can be challenging to define;
further investigation will be made to consider categorizations that are used in existing lexical
databases or in existingworkon affordance. Alongwith a revision of FOONstates, object categories
can better reflect objects that could possibly share state types.
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Chapter 7: Leveraging Robot’s Capabilities with a Weighted FOON
Having established FOON as an ideal knowledge representation for robots, especially for
deriving novel manipulation sequences through knowledge retrieval, we now explore its use with
physical robots. Ideally, a robot can be programmed with the necessary skills to solve problems
on its own. A robot using FOON would need to have several components with its knowledge
representation, such as perception modules, programmed motion primitives and skills, and both
logical and probabilistic formulations of knowledge [3]. To perfectly design a robot that can
understand its actions and work in human environments, however, is an exceptionally daunting
task. For one, the variability of the environment in which robots work is very dynamic and is
likely to feature objects of different shapes and sizes, while also varying in the position of objects.
Secondly, robot motions are not guaranteed to be 100% reliable and can fail occasionally. A robot’s
capability to perform human-like manipulations heavily depends on how it is made; features such
as the type of end-effector it has (e.g. what type of gripper it uses, how many fingers it has, etc.),
the number of degrees of freedom and joints it has, and the freedom (or lack of) to navigate the
environment in search for items it requires. For instance, an Aldebaran NAO robot (which we have
used in our experiments) is limited to manipulating lightweight objects; therefore, we address two
related questions in this work: 1) how can we reflect the robot’s capabilities in FOON? and 2) how
can a robot, despite its limited capabilities, use FOON for problem solving?
To address the first question, we introduce weights to FOON that reflect the robot’s likelihood
of completing an action without failure. Previously, motions were naively assumed to all be
100% reliable in execution, but this does not match the reality of real robots. Weights would
be set for robots of different types to reflect their ability to perform certain manipulations. The
second question we posed is a very difficult challenge to solve, yet we believe that robots should
A preliminary draft of this chapter was published in [133].
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still rely on FOON for problem solving despite their possible limitations. To circumvent this,
we have simplified the problem of robotic programming to a human-robot collaboration (HRC)
problem, where we can leverage available resources or capabilities of the robot while introducing
collaboration with a human assistant. HRC is an ongoing research area that focuses on human and
robot interaction to achieve a common goal [134, 135, 136, 137] and has been extensively studied
for social interaction [138, 139, 140, 141, 142], coordinated tasks [143, 144, 45, 145] rehabilitation
[146, 147], care for the elderly or disabled [148, 149, 150], and many other fields.
Coupledwithweights andmotivated by previous works onHRC, we consider problem solving
as a collaborative effort between a robot and its assistant. In this case, the human acts as an assistant
to the robot who has the knowledge to complete the task; given a goal, the robot determines the
best course of action through task tree retrieval and collaborates with the human to solve the
problem posed to the robotic entity. This not only makes things easier for the human person in
reducing the complexity of solving the task (in comparison to doing it on his/her own), but it also
improves the chances of the robot succeeding in task tree execution.
7.1 Integrating Weights into a FOON
Upto thispoint,wehaveyet to evaluatehowa robot canuseFOONfor taskplanning. Previously
in [2, 103] (and in preceding chapters), all motions were considered to have equal weights in a
FOON, implying that all motions can be executed by any robot without failure. Furthermore, any
robot should be able to perform the manipulations as well as any other robot or even humans.
However, this does notmatch the reality of current technology since robots come in different shapes
and sizes, meaning that they may not all execute manipulations equally in terms of precision. As
much as we would like to program any robot to perform any motion, it is difficult to achieve
human-like dexterity as observed in demonstrations. For these reasons, we introduce weights in
FOON to indicate how challenging a manipulation is to perform. Weights in this paper reflect the
robot’s success rate of performing a given action. Success rate weights (as percentages) are assigned
to each functional unit’s motion node and are based not only on the manipulation type, but also
on the objects contained within the functional unit. In Figure 7.1, success rate weights ranging
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between 0 and 1 are assigned to each functional unit. Values are based on: 1) physical capabilities
of the robot, 2) past experiences and ability to execute actions, and 3) the tools or objects that the
robot needs to manipulate. To guarantee that a robot can perform such motions, weights can be
used as heuristics in knowledge retrieval; even though several robots will be equipped with the
same universal FOON (meaning they share knowledge from demonstrations), different weights
will be assigned to them based on the robot’s attributes, which can potentially result in very
different task trees. Hence, it is important to note that weights must be defined for each robot. For
instance, a small robot like Aldebaran’s NAO cannot reliably chop vegetables since it cannot exert
the force needed to cut in addition to lacking the dexterity to do so properly.
7.1.1 Deriving Weights for FOON
We can empirically determine representative weights for a robot, where, given a manipulation
task, we measure the frequency of successful manipulation trials. It is important to note that when
conducting these experiments, one should vary the attributes of the tools or ingredients the robot
is manipulating to better capture the conditions in which a robot can sufficiently perform those
motions. However, this is not a trivial problem, as motions are likely to have many variables or
parameters to tune and learn; for example, when learning to scoopwith a spoon, several parameters
can be tuned such as where the tool is grasped, the weight of the content in/on the spoon, and
the matter or substance that is being scooped. Therefore, to simplify this, we assign estimated
weights motions based on our experiences in teaching the robot to perform certain motions in our
experiments. Motions that cannot be executed by a robot were assigned a success rate of 0.01 (or
1%), while other motions would be assigned higher values which varies between 0.8 and 0.95 (80 -
95%). Overall, a robot’s capabilities to perform tasks in FOON should be based on its perception,
strength, dexterity, and reach within its workspace.
7.2 A Weighted Knowledge Retrieval
A FOON can not only be used for representing knowledge, but it can also be used by a robot
for problem solving. As discussed in Chapter 5, given a problem defined as a goal, using task tree
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retrieval, a robot can obtain a subgraph that contains functional units it needs to follow to solve
it. The searching procedure is driven by a list of items in its environment (i.e. the kitchen), which
is used to identify ideal functional units based on the availability of inputs to these units. This
algorithm is motivated by typical graph-based depth-first search (DFS) and breadth-first search
(BFS): starting from the goal node, we search for candidate functional units in a depth-wisemanner,
while for each candidate, we search among its input nodes in a breadth-wise manner to determine
whether or not they are in the kitchen. A subgraph that is obtained from knowledge retrieval is
called a task tree. A task tree differs from a regular subgraph, as it will not necessarily reflect a
complete procedure from a single human demonstration. Rather, it will leverage knowledge from
multiple sources to produce a novel task sequence.
However, the naive algorithm does not consider the weights we have added to FOON. In this
section, we introduce a different approach to finding the ideal task tree based on success rates,
which accounts for every combination of functional units that can be used to solve the problem.
7.2.1 Finding the Optimal Tree
The naive algorithmconsiders the availability of objects in the robot’s environment to determine
the best course of action to take in achieving a goal. Knowing what items are in its environment
allows us to select steps that can be executed without having to acquire missing items. However,
as with all greedy algorithms, this algorithm is not likely to find the optimal course of action. In
order to find the task treewith optimality inmind based onweights, we need to explore all possible
paths to a given goal node. The objective of this weighted algorithm is to build a tree whose nodes
can be explored in a depth-wise manner to find all possible combinations of functional units and
picking the path with the highest overall rate of success. All paths to a target object will be given as
a tree structure whose nodes contain a combination of functional units needed to make its parent
node. We refer to these trees as path trees.
In detail, the algorithm (shown as Algorithm 3) works as follows: first, we define a goal node
NGoal to the robot. Path tree root nodes (listed in R) comprise of individual functional unit that
contains NGoal as output. Initially, these path tree root nodes are appended to a list of path tree
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nodes T. Once these root nodes have been identified, over each node t in T, we create and add new
tree nodes to T based on their inputs. We iterate for each input object node (in NInput) and identify
functional units FUcandidate that produce them (i.e. they contain them as output in NOutput). For
each of these inputs, their FUcandidate is added to a list Lcandidates , which is then appended to a list
Lprelim that covers units for all inputs. When identifying candidates, we will encounter two cases:
there may be several functional units that must be executed with other units to create all necessary
input objects (non-mutually exclusive events), or there may be multiple candidate functional units
that create each input object to choose from (mutually exclusive events). These can be likened to
the "AND" and "OR" conditions. Therefore, path tree nodes of depth 1 or higher are not necessary
to contain a single functional unit. Using Lprelim , we then compute the Cartesian product of
candidates to create new path tree nodes for each product set of functional units S in SCartesian ;
each product set will meet input object requirements of the current node t. These new nodes are
then added as children of t and appended to T. The connection between a parent and child node
lies in the overlapping of input objects of the parent with the outputs of the child. The propagation
of path trees continues until we have identified all of the objects needed to solve the manipulation
problem (or simply, until we can no longer add new leaf nodes).
Once all dependencies are met, we then perform depth-first search to find each individual path
P from the root nodes (kept in R) to the leaves. Each path will cover all possible functional units
that can be followed to solve the given goal. The algorithm from [2] will likely produce one of
these paths, but as emphasized before, it is not likely to be the optimal path in terms of success
rates. We can use the results from Algorithm 3 to reduce the search space using available items.
With the inclusion of weights as success rates for each functional unit in FOON, the optimal task
tree would be determined by multiplying the robot’s success rate for each action (i.e. functional
unit) among all path trees. For example, the total success rate for the sequence in Figure 7.1 is
equal to 6.859e-7%. Although this is very low, we can improve the chance of a robot successfully
performing a given task through the assistance of another robot or human.
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7.2.2 Analysis of the Path Tree Retrieval Algorithm
As opposed to the greedy variant introduced in Chapter 5, this algorithm builds a dependency
tree that shares some similarity to AND/OR graphs and uses the tree to identify all possible paths.
The dependency tree is found by searching for all variations of functional units that need to be
executed (which can be considered as subgoals) to meet a final goal; as a result, this algorithm is
considered to be an exponential problem since theremay be different variations of paths that can be
derived due to the possibly cyclical nature of FOON graphs. However, realistically, the amount of
functional units thatmay be searched for a given end nodewill not be significant enough towarrant
high real-time complexity. The depth-first search that is performed on the final dependency tree
is done on all identified roots and performs in O(|E | · |T |, where |E | are the number of edges in the
tree and |T | is the number of path tree nodes in the dependency tree. We may perhaps consider a
dynamic programming approach to make this algorithm run faster in real-time, or better yet, we
could also take a similar approach from the task tree retrieval algorithm by using the objects and
state of the environment as a cue to refine path tree generation.
7.3 Human-Robot Collaboration
With the addition of weights that reflect the difficulty in executing motions, we can plan while
keeping the robot’s capabilities in focus. However, because of the overall complexity of human
motions as seen in demonstrations, a robot is not guaranteed to perform the same manipulations
as well on its own; it would be difficult to program certain manipulations or perhaps the robot is
not built to the task. Instead of allowing the robot to act on its own at the risk of failing, it would be
best for a robot to collaborate with another entity to improve its chances of successfully solving the
problem. This entity can either be another robot or a human assistant who can step in to perform
certain actions in its stead. In this section, we will talk about how manipulations can be executed
in a collaborative way with the help of a human assistant.
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Algorithm 3: Path Tree Retrieval – Searching for all possible task trees
1: Let NGoal be the goal object node
2: Let T be list of path tree nodes, R be list of roots of T
3: {Find the root functional units for all paths: }
4: for all functional units FUi in GFOON do
5: if NGoal in NOutput of FUi then
6: Add FUi to R and T as path tree node
7: end if
8: end for
9: {For all path tree roots, build its dependency tree: }
10: for all path tree nodes t in T do
11: Lprelim = {}
12: for all FUt in t do
13: for all nodes NInput in FUt do
14: Lcandidates = {}
15: {Find all candidate units that make each input: }
16: for all functional units FUi in GFOON do
17: if NInput in NOutput of FUi then
18: FUcandidate = FUi
19: end if
20: {Check if node has not already been visited: }
21: if FUcandidate not ancestor(t) then
22: Add FUcandidate to Lcandidates
23: end if
24: end for
25: Add Lcandidate to Lprelim
26: end for
27: end for
28: {Build path tree nodes for all unit combinations: }
29: SCartesian = cartesian_product(Lprelim)
30: for all ordered sets S in SCartesian do
31: Create new path tree node tnew containing S
32: Set parent of tnew as current path tree node t
33: Add path tree node tnew to T
34: end for
35: Remove node t from the list T
36: end for
37: {Perform DFS on R to find all task trees: }
38: for all path tree nodes t in R do
39: for all paths P found from DFS(t) do
40: Print functional units in P
41: end for
42: end for
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Figure 7.1. Illustration of a weighted subgraph for the activity of making tea. The overall success
rate for this subgraph is 6.859e-7%without the involvement of an assistant, which is drastically too
low to ever occur without failure.
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Figure 7.2. Illustration of a weighted subgraph for the activity of making tea, where M = 4. The
overall success rate for this subgraph with a human assistant increases to 68.59% (since the human
will perform the M lowest steps), which is high enough for the robot to perform the task.
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7.3.1 Human-assisted Manipulations
With the alternative retrieval algorithm, we can obtain novel task trees for different combi-
nations of methods in a universal FOON. However, certain trees must be eliminated due to the
robot’s inability to accomplish the required manipulations for all actions described in those task
trees; even the execution of the best task tree can still result in failure. Aldebaran’s NAO robot, for
instance, can only manipulate small, light objects; when compared to larger robots such as the PR2
or Baxter, it cannot perform complex manipulations due to its limited workspace and body config-
uration. Equally important is its limited mobility to navigate its surroundings since its workspace
is very small. To remedy this, we can involve a human assistant in manipulation problems. The
human assistant, depending on his/her ability to contribute to the task, can identify the number
of steps out of the total number of steps in a task tree that he/she is able and willing to perform to
cooperatively solve the problem.
As input to the path tree retrieval, the human can indicate the number of steps as a value
M, which cannot exceed the length of the task tree N minus 1 step (as an involvement where
N is equal to M means that the human will perform the entire task with no robot assistance
in its manipulations). If M is 0, there will be no human involvement in achieving the desired
goal. The total success rate of a given path P is denoted by the multiplication of all success rate
weights among all functional units in P, which can be likened to the joint probability that all
actions are successfully executed. Based on different values of M, for each P, the success rates
would be increased by allocating the M lowest units to the human. For each human-assisted step,
the success rate would change to 100% by default, for the sake of this paper, unless the human
assistant’s ability to perform the action is impaired in any way. It is up to the user to determine
the degree of involvement he/she is willing to put into an activity, which realistically depends
on the person’s health/condition, mood, age, skill set, availability and other factors important in
HRC tasks. If the human user does not provide a value for M, the optimal value of M can also
be determined by the robot; this is done by finding the tree whose success rate at some value of
M does not significantly improve over the prior value M − 1. In Figure 7.2, the success rate for
tea-making increases with assistance; the success rate increases from 6.859e-7% to 68.59%, which
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Figure 7.3. An example of how task tree retrieval results can change depending on value of M.
As M changes, the total success rate of each path to a goal changes, and thus the ideal task tree
obtained differs. The ideal task tree is highlighted in blue, and the end goal is highlighted in dark
green. For M = 0, the path of functional units {1, 2, 3} will be preferred over the path {3, 4, 5}
(28.5% versus 0.8075% chance of success); however, for M = 1, the path of units {3, 4, 5} would have
a higher weight than the former path (80.75% versus 71.25%). When M = 2, we can pick either
{1, 2, 3} or {3, 4, 5} as a task tree with a 95% success rate. Here, the two candidate task trees are
highlighted in blue and purple, sharing a common unit highlighted in indigo.
is high enough to execute to its entirety. The robot may still fail its manipulations, but it will not
have to worry about performing those that are not programmed in its primitives. In the task tree
execution phase, the robot will perform its delegated actions, and the remaining M steps are given
as instructions to the assistant on how to perform them on the robot’s behalf.
We illustrate an example in Figure 7.3 that shows how candidate task trees are weighed against
one another and how the total success rate can change between a pair of trees when there is
human involvement. As the value of M becomes higher, the ideal task tree changed within trees
and caused a significant improvement in the overall success rate of the task (from 28.5% to 95%).
However, we can probably make a reasonable trade-off with M = 1 rather than M = 2 since it
should demand less effort from the human assistant.
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7.4 Experimental Results
In our experiments, the aim is to show thatwe can significantly improve robot taskmanipulation
performance through human-robot collaboration within the task planning and execution phases.
To demonstrate this, we show that a robot can acquire the ideal task tree for execution, delegate
commands to the human assistant, and successfully obtain the goal product for varying levels of
involvement. We use Aldebaran’s NAO robot to execute manipulations needed to complete the
tasks of making tea, mashed potatoes, and ramen noodles. Different variations of preparing each
dish (defined as several subgraphs) were merged together into a single, universal FOON, which
was then provided to the algorithm to identify different candidate paths for preparing these items
and to illustrate how functional units are selected based on success rates. The functional units
contained in this universal FOON are all executable by both robot and human and we assume
that all items are present in the environment for use. Because the NAO robot itself is very small,
its physical capabilities are limited to using smaller versions of items, and furthermore, certain
manipulations are very difficult to capture and replicate. Under these circumstances, the robot
can greatly benefit from human participation in the task tree execution phase. Certain parts of the
tasks, such as heating containers to obtain hot water, cannot be left to the robot to perform; for such
motions, their nodes were assigned a very low success rate of 1% to reflect how impossible they
are for the robot to do on its own. However, for those motions executable by the robot, we assign
higher rates based on our confidence in the robot performing the programmed motion primitives.
The task trees obtained through the weighted retrieval approach, along with demonstrations of
the robot performing each of these trees, can be viewed in the supplementary material here1.
7.4.1 Finding the Optimal Task Tree for NAO
First, we show that we can obtain optimal task trees suitable for the NAO robot to prepare tea,
mashed potatoes, and ramen noodles. In order to improve the overall success rate of each activity,
the task tree algorithm is expected to iterate through several values of M to then determine the
optimal M that balances the effort performed by the robot as well as the human assistant. We show
1Video demonstrations can be found at the following link: http://www.foonets.com/human-robot.html
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Figure 7.4. Our experimental setup for demonstrating how a weighted FOON and HRC can be
used with the NAO robot. NAO is performing the tea-making task using motor primitives, which
were taught by demonstration.
the best overall success rates in the graph shown in Figure 7.5 to show how success rates increased
as we increased M. As observed from the numbers, the chances of success significantly improve as
more steps are delegated to the human assistant. Based on the success rates assigned to the NAO
robot’s universal FOON, the values of M that were ideal for balanced human-robot manipulations
were M = 1, M = 2, and M = 3 for the tasks of mashed potatoes, ramen noodles, and tea-making
respectively, as even though some of the robot’s primitives have questionably low success rates, it
will still be able to execute the task tree on its own. Within the supplementary material, the task
trees contain the same number of units labelled as “human-executable" as M.
7.4.2 Executing the Optimal Task Trees
Secondly, we show that we can perform these actions successfully using human-robot collab-
oration. The NAO robot is programmed to execute certain motions as described in a task tree’s
motion nodes. Since the objective of thiswork is to demonstrate the use of a universal FOON in task
planning, each motion skill/primitive that can be taught to the robot (such as pouring, scooping,
or stirring) are learned by manually recording trajectories to simplify the process of programming
the robot and to reduce the complexity of the problem space. We also do not use any sensors
nor vision systems for manipulation, as there is no need for object detection. Nevertheless, the
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Figure 7.5. Graph showing the gradual improvement in success rates (y-axis) as M (x-axis) increases
(best viewed in colour). Sudden drops between M signifies that other paths are considered that
exceed the length of M, resulting in a completely human tree (e.g. for values M = 10 and M = 11,
the best potential path trees are different in length). Bars are omitted for values of M that exceed
the length of a task tree. The values in red indicate the path tree used in Section 7.4.2.
execution of the entire sequence is determined by the order in which the actions are sequenced
in the acquired task tree, meaning that the NAO robot was programmed to perform the activities
modularly. In the supplementary material, we provide video demonstrations of the execution
of those actions shown in each tree and show how they are carried out with respect to the ideal
value of M. Without human involvement, the NAO robot attempts to execute the task tree but
ends up failing once it encounters the motion it does not know how to perform (which is reflected
by a success rate of 1%); however, with human involvement, the robot can finish all of the tasks
and produce the final product. In some cases, we did observe that the motion primitives of the
robot can fail, rendering the entire sequence as a failure. As future work, we would like to include
sensors or behaviour that allow the robot to determine when it has failed a particular action and
to determine what it needs to do to recover from the failed action. Even without its own notion
of failure, the robot can supplement this through human interaction by communicating with the
assistant to determine whether it should perform the action again.
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7.5 Future Work and Ideas Yet Explored
In this section, I will address certain shortcomings to the weighted FOON approach and
suggestions that can be considered for future development of FOON for robot task planning.
7.5.1 Determining Weights for Robots
As mentioned before, weights would have to be learned for each robot that will use FOON
as its knowledge representation for task planning. However, this itself is a very challenging task
due to the high variability of parameters that can be tuned or adjusted when performing motions.
For instance, properties such as object weight, texture and size can all vary the success rate of
manipulation; in addition, weights cannot be allocated based on motion type alone since a specific
combination of input objects may make a manipulation harder than in other instances. Therefore,
a more efficient way of measuring weights would need to be standardized. One possible idea
can draw from the Million Object Challenge [151], where multiple robots can be set to learn
manipulations in parallel continuously and remotely across multiple robots (although this will
require many robots to perform training in parallel). We can possibly simplify this by gathering
robots of different sizes and architectures and determining what manipulations are best suited for
each system; an intelligent kitchen or other household environment would thus rely on several
types of robots.
7.5.2 Improving the Path Tree Retrieval Algorithm
Thepath tree retrieval algorithm is exponential in nature sinceweare trying tofindall variations
of sets of functional units that produce a specific goal. If we do not have much variation in
performing activities, then we are not likely to experience delays in real-time. However, there may
be other ways to significantly reduce the searching time; as discussed before, similar to the greedy
algorithm to find a single task tree, a list of ingredients or object instances that are currently in the
robot’s environment may be useful to avoid searching for dependencies of functional units whose
objects are not even available in the first place. However, this may be needed to build from the
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top-up since wewill not necessarily know if those available objects make any impact until we reach
to them in the searching process.
7.5.3 Robot-Robot Collaboration
Following the previous section, multiple robots can be used for learning weights and for
executing manipulations that they are best suited for (i.e. they can execute these motions with
very low failure rate). Instead of relying on a human assistant to perform motions that a single
robotic system cannot perform, we should instead investigate how we can have multiple robots
work together to solve a common goal. This problem would require some modification to the
task planning, scheduling and execution phases since we would need to plan for manipulations
that may be parallel and ensure that the order of sequences are preserved. Robots would need to
communicate with one another about when it begins to execute a specific action and when it has
completed that operation. Due to the lack of an additional robot that is easier to program, to teach
motions to, and to work with existing code, we could not explore how this all can be done.
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Chapter 8: Concluding Remarks
To conclude, in this dissertation, we proposed different representations that can be adopted
by roboticists and researchers for robotic manipulation and understanding. First, we talked about
the functional object-oriented network (FOON), which is a graphical representation of activities as
a bipartite network. A robot using FOON will be equipped with the knowledge it needs to solve
problems using items that lie in its environment. One key feature of FOON is that a FOON can
continuously grow with new concepts through merging of new demonstrations (as subgraphs)
or through other proposed techniques that use semantic similarity as a basis for creating new
functional units. Finally, we explored how FOON can be used with a real robotic system for
problem solving through path tree retrieval to determine the optimal course of action based on
success rates. Although we may be limited in resources (i.e. with a higher functionality robot), we
showed how a robot with limited physical capabilities or functions can still use FOON to execute
task sequences through the aid of a human assistant. Ideally, we would want to have robots that
can perform tasks on their own, so the next possible step is to develop robots that can use FOON
without human assistance (at least to the extent proposed before). To do so, we could possibly
programmultiple robots to collaboratively solve a manipulation problem together, should they be
unable to execute motions individually or on their own. Another ongoing problem with FOON
is creating annotated subgraph files automatically from videos; this itself is a challenge especially
for state recognition of objects used in cooking. One avenue not explored heavily is the use of
natural language processing to create functional units directly from recipes. Such a procedure
would require inference to determine certain states that are not explicitly stated within the text or
to determine objects that are not explicitly stated to be used or manipulated in each step.
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Second, we talked about the motion taxonomy, another representation but for the purpose of
motion representation, analysis and (perhaps) generation. The motion taxonomy was primarily
proposed to deviate from the use of natural language labels that suffer from ambiguity, where
it is challenging to derive adequate labels in motion classifiers or other representations (such as
FOON) for manipulations. We argued that motion codes, which are binarized representations of
motions – where each bit or groups of bits represent a particular characteristic of the manipulation
–, serve as better embedded representations than others that are derived from natural language
(viz. Word2Vec) or simpler embedding schemes such as one-hot encoding. In addition to this,
motion codes capture similarities based on real recorded data (from [1]), where force readings for
several motion types naturally cluster together in a similar way to motion codes. There is still a lot
of work to be done in developing the taxonomy and applying it to classification problems, as we
have yet to demonstrate the efficacy of motion codes for machine learning. Theremay also be other
features of motions which we have yet to consider for the taxonomy, which may only be identified
after further experiments with motion codes. Once established, we can then investigate how this
representation can be used to generate motion trajectories using already learned primitives.
It is important to note that a robot cannot simply rely on these two representations to perform
manipulation tasks; as mentioned in [3], a robot will require several components along with
its knowledge representation (which can be thought of as a logical formalism of knowledge –
FOON addresses this through descriptions of objects and states and transitions between such
states through manipulations) to be able to execute tasks on its own. Aside from the grounding
of logical statements as a representation, FOON addresses the necessary ability to allow a robot
to continuously learn from experiences, where new videos can be annotated and merged to the
universal FOON, and a definition of what the robot is expected to do and use to solve problems.
However, a robot would still need components such as perception modules and a belief system (to
reason based on what the robot believes or understands based on perception and action) to work
autonomously. Although FOON can be used in a human-robot collaborative way, we still need to
develop a robot (or robots) that do not require the help of humans. Wemay either build robots can
use FOON as a centralized knowledge base to work together in unison or we can program a single,
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capable robot to solve problems on its own. In the future, we would need to further investigate
these two possibilities. Ideally, wewould want to achieve the second scenario, but it would require
us to identify a robot that can perform all of the motions in FOON. In addition, we will need to
design a kitchen environment that is navigable by robots. Overall, the promise of building service
robots for the home are becoming more and more closer to reality, and following the design of
intelligent behaviour using knowledge representation and reasoning allow us to develop effective
autonomous agents that behave safely in predictable or explainable ways.
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Appendix A: HOW-TO: Using the FOON API
In the FOONAPI repository [107], which can be found at the following link1, we have three (3)
main files written in Python:
• FOON_classes.py – definition of object-oriented classes to define node types and structures
• FOON_graph_analyzer.py – definition of functions that operate on FOON structures
• FOON_parser.py – script used to parse subgraph files, make objects, motions and states
consistent with regards to labelling, and output index files
Complementary to these Python scripts is a graph visualization tool, which was written in
HTML and JavaScript, that can be used for easy viewing and verification of graph files called
FOON-view. This can also be accessed through our website [105]. Instructions on how to use this
tool is provided in Appendix B.
A.1 FOON_classes.py
Having taken an object-oriented approach to programming, the FOON_classes.py file defines
structures for the API as classes. The following are the main classes typically needed for FOON:
• Thing class – a superclass for nodes in the network. Thing objects are described by an
identifier, a label, and, most importantly, a list of neighbouring nodes. The list of neighbours
is important to preserve the adjacency list representation in FOON. In summary, any node
in the network is a Thing; a Thing object can either be an Object or Motion object. A Thing
object by default considers an object as level 1 since it only has a type and label.
1FOON API Repository - https://bitbucket.org/davidpaulius/foon_api/src
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• Object class – a class that inherits properties of a generic node (viz. Thing). Object class
instances describe the tools or ingredients that are used in manipulations. The neighbours
of an Object object instance are always Motion object instances when building FOON files
by default to preserve the bipartite structure of FOON; however, the only exception to this is
the derivation of a one-mode projection of FOONwhich contains purely Object nodes. Like
established before in Chapter 2, Objects instances are mainly identified by:
– an object type – an integer-type identifier for an Object (e.g. label ’avocado’ is ID O8).
– an object label – a string-type label that names the type of object that is described by an
Object instance (e.g. items like ‘asparagus’ or ‘cutting board’).
– a list of states – an object’s states can be broken down into identifier, label, and ingredient
composition based on the state the object is in. As of FOON-100, objects can havemultiple
states to describe the object in the environment.
– a location identifier and label – a recent addition to the Object class. These variables
describe the location of an objectwithin the activity described by functional units. These
variables are optional and can be used to remove states that pertain to the location of an
object rather than a physical state of the object. In FOON-100, objects do not have these
labels assigned to them, and so this is unusable for the time-being.
• Motion class – a class that also inherits properties from a generic node (viz. Thing). This
class describes motion nodes. The neighbours of a Motion object instance are always Object
instances. A universal FOON comprises ofmanymotion nodes that can be of duplicate types
as long as its input and output object nodes are unique among all other functional units.
Like established before in Chapter 2, motion nodes are mainly identified by:
– a motion type – an integer-type identifier for the motion (e.g. label ‘pour’ is IDM40).
– amotion label – a string-type label that names the type of manipulation that is described
by a Motion instance (e.g. manipulations such as ‘sprinkle’ or ‘flip’).
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• FunctionalUnit class – a class describing functional units in FOON. A FunctionalUnit
object contains several internal lists that mainly keep track of input object nodes, output
object nodes, andmotion nodes. A FunctionalUnit object will contain accessor andmutator
functions for input and output objects to iterate through these lists as well as functions to
access or modify the motion node assigned to it. In addition to these lists, a FunctionalUnit
object instance also contains the time-stamps for these manipulations as seen in the source
demonstration, the objects’ motion identifiers (which describe whether objects are moving
or immobile in the manipulation), and a floating success rate, if present in the subgraph.
• Category class – a class that describes a wrapper class for representing object categories for
FOON-GEN creation (i.e. FOON generalization via compression).
• TreeNode class – a specialized tree node definition for the path tree retrieval procedure
when finding optimal paths in task planning. A TreeNode has basic accessor and mutator
functions to create a path tree which can iterated through in a depth-first manner to derive
each possible path to a goal node.
Both Object and FunctionalUnit classes have different equality functions based on each
hierarchy level (once again, refer to Chapter 2 for what each level means), viz. equals_lvl3,
equals_lvl2, and equals_lvl1. The higher the level, the more of an Object’s attributes are used
when determining whether two object nodes are the same or not. The FunctionalUnit’s equality
functions rely on the Object class’s equality functions to decide on whether two functional units
are the same or not; they do not consider whether an object is moving or not (based on the motion
identifier) since we care more about the coupling of objects that are used or interact for specific
actions or purposes. Definitions based on all three hierarchy levels are also given for the output
methods for Object and FunctionalUnit instances as well.
Please refer to the code for more details on these definitions, functions and their implementa-
tions. Interested readers may contact me directly for more information about the code or FOON.
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A.2 FOON_graph_analyzer.py
The FOON_graph_analyzer.py file is the main driving script available in the FOON API, as it
contains several key functions for many operations such as to read FOON files, merge subgraphs
into a universal FOON, perform task tree retrieval, perform path tree retrieval, and calculate node
centrality on objects. This file must be used with the accompanying FOON_classes.py file in order
for these functions to do anything meaningful. When running this script, users have the option of
providing specific arguments that are read on initialization. They are all optional, but they make
certain operations quicker (such as the task tree retrieval function). These include the following:
• file, which indicates to the script the name of the FOON file (or path to the file) that will
be given as input to the program. This is used in the format file=X, where X is the name
or path. If this argument is not given, then the program will default to opening another file
that is hard-coded in the script; users can modify this to suit their needs.
• verbose, which is a flag to enable verbose mode for the script, thereby printing extra
output to the console. This can be very useful to understand what is happening behind the
scenes and when/where errors may be encountered.
• object, which is an argument that indicates the object type that is to be used as a parameter
to task or path tree retrieval function. It is parsed as an integer and used in the format
object=Y, where Y is an integer.
• state, which is an argument that indicates the object state type(s) that is to be used
as a parameter to task or path tree retrieval function. Since an object may have multiple
states, these numbers should be given in the form of a list. For instance, we can provide
state=[1,44], where we provide the criteria for a goal object having two states with types
1 and 44 (whose labels can be identified through the state index file).
• help, which prints out a summary of the various input arguments that have been defined
for this script.
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A.2.1 Primary Functions in FOON_graph_analyzer.py
In this section, I will highlight a few important functions that I have defined in this script.
These functions are based on the concepts discussed in the main chapters of this dissertation.
A.2.1.1 _constructFOON function
Perhaps the most crucial function in this entire code, this function populates all list structures
in FOON for object and motion nodes and creates functional units. In simple terms, this func-
tion iterates through each line of a FOON file (if provided as a parameter; else, it uses the file
defined in the program’s header) and derives all object and motion nodes described in it. Each
functional unit is separated by \\, which the program uses to determine the start and end of a
functional unit description. This functionworks alongside sub-operations _checkIfNodeExists()
and _checkIfNodeExists() to determine whether a node already exists in FOON (to make new
connections to existing objects) and to check if a duplicate of a functional unit is present in FOON
respectively. When merging multiple files, this function inherently reads multiple files and checks
for duplicates, so themerging function (_createUniversalFOON()) simply calls upon this function
for each unmerged file.
A.2.1.2 _buildFunctionalUnitMap function
This function is a fairly new procedure that populates various dictionary structures through
the use of sub-procedures: 1) _buildObjectUnitMap, which builds dictionaries, for all hierarchy
levels, thatmap every object node to a list of functional units that contain its Object instancewithin
its output nodes, and 2) _buildUnitToUnitMap, which builds dictionaries that map functional unit
X to Y, where the output nodes of X overlap with input nodes of Y. As mentioned in Chapter 5,
by “caching” with dictionaries, we can speed up the searching process where it requires looping
through the entire FOON to find solutions for goals and subgoals. The same can be said of the path
tree algorithm, where we can find overlapping units faster to grow the path tree quicker. Users
defining their own functions in the API can perhaps adapt these structures in other analytical
operations to simplify their code.
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A.2.1.3 _createUniversalFOON function
Asmentionedbefore, this function accepts apath to a folder of FOONfiles that are beingmerged
with the current FOON that is read into the script and runs the _constructFOON() function on each
file. Each file in the directory are passed into the _constructFOON() function as parameters. After
running through each file, the new universal FOON file is outputted as a new text file through the
_outputUniversalFOON() function.
A.2.1.4 _taskTreeRetrieval_greedy function
The task tree retrieval algorithm fromChapter 5 is implemented as this algorithm. The first step
in this function is to identify all possible goal nodes that match the object and state types passed
as parameters to the function (or as arguments to the entire script); this is done to find variants of
the goal whose requirements are met by the kitchen items. The next step in this function is then to
read a file containing the list of items in the kitchen or environment; if this file is not given as input,
then the function is designed to call upon another function _printStartNodes(), which identifies
all starting nodes in the present FOON. Once these kitchen items are added to the list kitchen and
the goal node is added to a queue itemsToSearch, the search begins. Since the algorithm is not
guaranteed to terminate until the goal node becomes present in kitchen, the algorithm should
only iterate for a limited number of encounters of the goal as the head of itemsToSearch. This is
controlled by the depth variable. The algorithm will either time out, when we exceed depth, or it
will return a text file with the functional units to the solution task tree. A modified version of this
algorithm, _taskTreeRetrieval_optimal, takes weights into consideration.
A.2.1.5 _calculateCentrality function
This function is used to compute Katz and degree centralities with the input FOON (based on
Chapter 3. First, it creates a one-mode projection of FOON objects and then an adjacency matrix of
this network. Users must indicate the hierarchy level at which centrality is being computed. The
adjacency matrix is then used to calculate Katz centrality values, and objects are simply checked
to count the number of neighbours they have for degree centrality. These centrality values are
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outputted in files. In order to use this function, NumPymust be installed to use its solver to derive
the centrality values for each node.
A.2.1.6 _expandNetwork function
This function is the main driver for the expansion procedure described in Chapter 6. As
inputs to this function, the user should specify the threshold for similarity and the source used to
measure relatedness (viz. WordNet [86] or Concept-Net [127]). First, we build an object similarity
index file through the _buildObjectSimilarity, where we use either WordNet or Concept-Net
to compute relatedness as a value, from which we then expand and create new functional units
based on the threshold. The expansion also considers ingredients and tries to create new objects
while substituting similar items accordingly. When creating the newly expanded universal FOON,
the user has the option to use Concept-Net to verify whether objects added through expansion
match their assigned states (as per the suggestion at the end of Chapter 6). Once this process is
over, the newly expanded network is outputted to a text file. The expanded network can be used
as an argument to the code for task tree retrieval. In order to use this function with WordNet,
it is required that the user has NLTK [132] installed to download the corpus and to compute
relatedness with its built-in Wu-Palmer [131] implementation for WordNet use or gensim to read
the word embeddings from Concept-Net.
A.2.1.7 _constructFOON_GEN function
This function is a specialized version of the _constructFOON function that creates a generalized
FOON based on object categories, which was covered in Chapter 6. It requires a file called
‘object_categories.txt’ (which is to be provided in the same repository) that defines categories and
their member objects since we cannot simply use knowledge bases like we did in the expansion
function. Other than the idea of using categories, the function works in the same way as the
original version: it reads a text file and creates node objects and structures to represent FOON.
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A.3 FOON_parser.py
One important step in the creation of a universal FOON for task planning is annotation. Anno-
tation ideally should be done automatically through the use of activity and video understanding,
but currently everything is done manually by researchers working on FOON (including myself).
When annotating by hand, it is very likely that there will be errors in formatting, specifically when
labelling nodes or in following the strict format of graphs (such as with tab-spacing); similarly,
new labels may be added to FOON, but they do not exist in current label indices. Each index
file, which we have for object, state and motion labels, has to be constantly updated and reviewed
when annotating new subgraphs. To do these two things, following a parsing script created by our
former undergraduate researcher William Buchanan, I created an updated version of this script to
make annotation easier. The FOON_parser.py script simply prompts the user to input the location
of (or path to) the inconsistent FOONfiles to read and iterate through the files, line by line, to build
new index files, after which it uses to parse through the FOON files once more to correct the labels
and create new, fixed files. Each index file has labels sorted in alphabetical order tomake it easy for
users to revise them and to see if there are any repeated entries due to some erroneous character
inputs. Revised FOON files have a timestamp (reflecting the date they were made) appended to
its name to distinguish them from the older files.
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Appendix B: HOW-TO: Using the FOON-view Tool
Onourproject’swebsite [105], weprovide avisualization tool calledFOON-view1. This interface
was built using JavaScript and HTML by building upon the classes we have already established in
Java and Python. The steps to be taken to use this tool for viewing graphs is as follows:
1. First, one must obtain a text file that is annotated in the FOON convention. You may either
use subgraphs provided in the API folder or you may annotate a subgraph yourself while
using the FOON_parser.py script that was discussed in the prior chapter.
2. Second, open your web browser to the provided link. You will see a blank canvas and a
button that says “Choose File”; click this button and select the text file you wish to visualize.
3. Third, you will be prompted to provide the hierarchy level you wish to view (given as a
value from 1 to 3). This prompt is done through a dialog that is presented through the web
browser. Please review Chapter 2 for more information on these hierarchy levels.
4. Finally, once you have provided the level, you will see the graph in the canvas.
• Object nodes are denoted by lime-green nodes, which have an object type and object
state(s) attributed to them.
• Motion nodes are denoted by red nodes, which have a motion type attributed to them.
These nodes are numbered based on their corresponding functional unit’s appearance
in the text file.
• To make the graph smaller/larger, you may zoom in/out using the scroll wheel.
• You may also move nodes about by clicking and dragging them about the canvas.
1FOON Graph Visualization Tool – http://foonets.com/FOON_view/visualizer.html
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